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demand for precise
meteorological and
marine measurement
around the world .
Easily assembled
automatic weather
stations. A wide range
of oceanographic
instruments. And . . .

Recording
current meter
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Aanderaa's Comprehensive Data Recovery
A reliable . . . accurate and economical retrieval service.
Quality calibration service.
Extensive maintenance facilities.
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See us at the
Canadian Hydrographic Conference
Vancouver B.C. March 6 - 10, 1989
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he Del Norte 1005 global
positioning system provides dependable, real-time
differentia! positioning under
virtually all types of dynamic and static situations. This dedicated S-channe! expandable
receiver provides excellent
tracking under the most challenging operating conditions.
Designed for land, marine and
airborne applications. Wtlte or
call today for more information
on our GPS receiver.

• Built-In Real-Time
Differential Positioning
• Dedicated 5-Channel
(Expandable) Receiver
• One-Second Solution and
Update Rate
• Designed for a Wide Range
of Static and Kinematic
Modes of Operation
• Land, Marine and Aiiborne
Applications
• Designed by Surveyors tor
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The Problem:
Rapid Turnaround
To keep river navigation open
on the ever-changing Mississippi
River System, the St. Paul C.O.E.
requires quick turnaround on
accurate survey charts at
the job site.
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The Solution

Contours along lock and dam #6,
Mississippi River.

ROSS built two 50-foot sweep survey systems with full
processing capabilities to fit aboard the corps' 35 and 36
foot survey launches.
A powerful32-bit Hewlett-Packard computer runs
ROSS menu-driven software from survey set-up through
editing and post processing. An A ... E size color plotter
aboard the survey launch produces finished charts on site
the same day.
The fully automated systems are completing their third
year of operation.

Portable • Single Track • Multi Track
Hardware • Software • Turn Key Systems
The most advanced scientific survey equipment
at any budget level. All from a single supplier.

3138 Fairview Avenue East • Seattle, Washington 98102

Call (206) 324-3950 For Our Brochure
FAX: (206) 329-0250

"A Moment from Captain Vancou ver's
Voyage of Discove ry"
John M. Horton C.S.M.A. F.C.A.

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND

THE CANADIAN HYDROGRAPHIC CONFERENCE 1989
VANCOUVER, BRITISH GOLUMBIA, CANADA
MARCH 6-10,1989
The Canadian Hydrographic Conference theme provides a link with the voyage of Captain Vancouver.

Technical Program: Keynote speakers and technical papers will chart the course of Hydrography
from the 1980's to the 1990's.
Exhibits: An extensive exhibit of hydrographic products and services will be located in
the Vancouver Trade and Convention Centre adjacent to the conference
sessions.
Electronic Chart Workshop: A separate registration is available.
Assistance from the N.O.S. and the Hydrographic Society, Seattle Chapter.

For Information Write to: The Canadian Hydrographic Conference 1989
8911 -152nd St., Surrey, B.C. Canada V3R 4E5
1-(604)-588-8541
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Message [from the g{ationa[ President
Vear mem6er,
I always wefcome tfiis oppartunity to write to our mem6ers 6ecause
it fets me 6ring you up to date on tfie activities uf tfie Canadian
Jfyirograpfiic Ylssociation, ani tfiis year we fiave 6un very active in
interesting ways.
51t tfie9<{sltional'E~ecutive meeting lieUin 'Bur{ington on g:'e6ruay 16,
198 7, tfie 9<{g.tiona£PresUent was instructed to proceed witfifurtlier
investigations uftfie pros ani cons ufincorporating tfie CJ{5I. an idea
wfiicfi fiai already 6een aiscussedfor some time. Yls I was tfie new{y.
efectei 9<{sltional President of tfie CJf5l tliis tasK.jef£ to me.
'My investitJations 6egan in Ju{y 198 7 wfien a focal {awyer was fiirei
to determine tfie costs ani to advise me on tfie fega£ ru;uirements ani
proceaures of incorporating federaf£y. 'Tfie impetus to proceed was
provuua 6y tfiree important considerations. 'Tfie first was togive our
~ecutive ani officers some fega£ protection; tfie second was tfie need
to 6e incorporated 6efore tfie Canadian International 'Deve{opment
%ency (CI'D51}couU accept our Ylssociation as a managerufCI'D51·
suppartedprojects; ani tfie tfiiri was tfiat noferlera£grant assistance
wouU 6e avai£a6fe witfiout our 6eing first incorporatetf. Yls we fiai
already committed ourse{ves to managing CI'D51 projects I initiated
proceeiings to fiave tfie CJ{5I incorporated.
'Tfie Qjle6ec 'Brancfi ofCJf5l was already incorporated in tfie Province
uf Qjte6ec ani it was impossi6f£ for tfie CJ{5I to incorporate nation·
ally witfiout our 'Brancfi in QJu6ec giving up tfieir cfiarter. 'I1i.is tfiey
iii in January 1988. Our {awyer tfien 6egan writing tfie 'By·{aws uf
our corporation ta{Q.ng as fiis ei@mpfe our e)jsting constitution ani
sWw{y tfiere evo{vetl, over seven versions, a set of'By·{aws tfiat was
accepta6fe to af£ our 'Brancfies as wef£ as tfie federal department uf
Consumer aniCorporate 51ffairs. 'Tfiis process tooK_many montfis ana
agreat rfea£ uf worK_6y af£ invo{vetf.

Severa£ app{ications were made to Consumer ani Corporate 51ffairs
during tfiis period ani eacfi app{ication was eitfier recaffei 6y tfie
CJ{5I or refused 6y tfie federal aepartment 6ecause furtfier cfianges to
tfie 'By·{aws were requiretf. g:'inaf£y our app{ication uf January 22,
1988 was accepted ani our Letters Patent were issued to us on
Septem6er 26, 1988. It is now frame/ ana fiangs in tfie uf:fice of tfie
9<{sltiona£ President. 5I copy is printed on tfie facing page.
Our move to incorporate lias taK;tn us down some 6umpy roais 6ut it
lias encouraged national aiscussion ani we fiave enaed up witfi ajo6
wef£ done. Our {awyer lias donated a su6stantia£ amount uf liis own
time. Jfis contri6ution as wef£as tfie contri6ution oftfie 'Brancfi 'Vice·
Presidents ani tfiat uf tfie 'Brancfi 'Ei'(J!Cutives is very mucfi appreci·
atetf. 'Tfie CJ{5I now lias a fega£ identity, some fega£ protection for its
directors, ani aset uf'By·{aws wliicfi wif£ assist us in movingforward
effective{y witfi our increased responsi6uities.

It is witfigreat pfeasure tfiat I can afso announce tfiat tfie CJ{f4. lias
fiai tfiree fiyirograpliic training Projects accepted to 6e sponsored as

joint ventureswitfi tfie Canadian International'Deve{opment%ency
(CI'D51}.
'Tfie first project is a continuation ufaproject inJamaicawliicfi6egan
as a Canadian Institute ufSurueying ani'Mapping venture in 1983.
'I1iis continuing p{an wif£6ejoint{y sponsored6y CI'D~ tfie CJ{f4. ani
tfieJamaicangovemment. 'T.'D.'W.'McCuf£ocfilias6eencontracted6y
CJ{f4. to manage tfiis tliree-year project for us ana fie ezyects to 6e
taKing up residence in Xjngston in {ate 9{pvem6er 1988. 'Mr.
'McCuffocfi terms of reference for tfiis project are 'to esta6{isfi a
Jfyirograpfiic Surveying ana Cfiarting unit witfiin tfie Jamaican
'Ministryof%ficu{ture 'Tfie tota£6uigetfortliisProjectis $916,000
witfi Cl'D51 maf(f.ng a very su6stantia£ contri6ution.

s

N.

'Tfie second project is in 'Ma{aysia ani is afso a continuation uf a
recentfy conc{uieiCIS'Mjointprojectwitfi tfie focalgovernment. 'Tfie
purpose of tfiis project is to provUe furtlier training in tliree disci·
pUn.es: Jfyirograpliic Surueying, 'Tufa{'l(Jsearcli, ani 'Marine Carto·
grapliic Cliarting. It is anticipated tfiat witfi tfie fie{p uf our joint
venture 'Ma{aysia wif£ fiave rfeve{oped its own Jfyarograpliic 'Train·
ing Centre 6y1993. 'I1i.is ei(]Jertise in liyirograpfiic training couU tfien
service not on{y its own nationalneeds 6ut afso tfiose ufotfier Ylsian
countries. 'Tfie total 6uiget for tfiis project isS 728,000 witfi CI'D51
again maK_ing a very su6stantia£ contri6ution.
'Tfie tliiri joint venture is entitfei Wyirograpliic Stuiy Project in
Canada for participants from eitJfit ieve{opi.ng coastal states Its
purpose is to fie{p ieve{op furtlierprufessiona£ fiyirograpliic training
ani ties 6etwun CJ{f4. ani our counterpart associations overseas.
'I1iis study program wif£ 6egin witfi tfie Jfyarograpliic Conference in
'Vancouver in 'Marcfi 1989 ani wif£ continue witfi seminars at
acarfemic ani private sector esta6fisfiments in 'Britisfi Cot:um6ia ani
51f6erta. Once more CJ{f4. lias requested tfie assistance of 'Mr.
!McCuffocfi to organize ani manage tfiis project.
N.

51f£ uf tfiese very wortfiwfiife projects are 6eing sponsored most
generous{y 6y tfie InstitutionalCo·operation ani'Deve{opmentServ·
ice 'Division of Cl'D51. 'Tfie CJ{f4. is Canada manager uf tfiese
projects, ani I wouU ~ to e;r;:press ourgratitude for tfiis assistance.
'Witfiout tfiestrongfinancia£suppart oftfie peopfe ofCanada tfirouofi
CI'D51 it wouU not 6e possi6fefor us to 6ring tfiis sart uf fie{p to tfiese
rfeve{oping nations.

s

In tfiis edition ofLitJfitfiouse tfiere is an articfe 6y 'Mr. 'McCuffocfi on
tfie su6ject of tfiese CJf51/CI'D51-sponsorea projects. 'Tfiese ventures
are ritJfit in Un.e witfi tfie 06jects of our Jfssociation ani I fiope tfiat
tfiey are tfie first of many sucfi efforts over tfie coming years.

13arry :M. Lusf(
Ughthouse: Edition 38 Fall1988
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TRAINING OFFICERS REQUIRED

MALAYSIA • 1990 • 1991
Two hydrographic Training Officers will be required- one for a five
month period in 1990 and a second officer for a three month period
in 1991. The courses to be taught will be modelled on the very
successful course run by CISM in 1987 and designed by CHS.

Qualifications
- Manyyearsofexperienceinallfacetsofhydrographicsurveying.
Several years experience at the Hydrographer in Charge level.
Training Officer experience.
Candidates must have passed the Hydro IT level course or its
equivalent.
A degree in Surveying or equivalent would be of advantage to
a candidate.
Candidates must display initiative and ability to lead, liaise and
communicate in a non-Canadian environment.
Membership in CHA.
Costs
All costs related to training officers in Malaysia, including airfares,
living allowance and salary, will be provided by the CHA from the
CIDA funding allocated to the project.
Summary
Only CHA members who are fully qualified and able to commit
their time and energy to the projects should apply. CHA members
who are employed by the Government of Canada and who are
interested should ascertain whether they can be released temporarily from their duties, before applying for consideration.
The private sector will also be considered, in the light of previous
success in going that route.

TRAINING OFFICERS REQUIRED
JAMAICA • 1989 & 1990 • 3 Month Period
Two hydrographic Training Officers will be required for a three
month period each to teach special Hydro I type courses in Jamaica.
One course is scheduled for 1989 and one the following year. The
courses to be taught will be modelled on the successful CHS
designed courses.

Qualifications
- Manyyearsofexperienceinallfacetsofhydrographicsurveying.
Several years experience at the Hydrographer in Charge level.
Training Officer experience.
Candidates must have passed the Hydro IT level course or its
equivalent.
A degree in Surveying or equivalent would be of advantage to
a candidate.
Candidates must display initiative and the ability to lead, liaise
and communicate in a non-Canadian environment.
Membership in CHA.

Costs
All costs related to training officers in Jamaica, including airfares,
living allowance and salary, will be provided by the CHA from the
CIDA funding allocated to the project.
Summary
Only CHA members who are fully qualified and able to commit
their time and energy to the projects should apply. CHA members
who are employed by the Government of Canada and who are
interested should ascertain whether they can be released temporarily from their duties, before applying for consideration.
The private sector will also be considered, in the light of previous
success in going that route.

TIDAL EXPERT REQUIRED

MALAYSIA · 1990
A Tidal Expert/Research Scientist will be required to study tidal
phenomena in Malaysia for the Directorate of Surveying and
Mapping over a five month period, probably in 1990.

Qualifications
- Many years of experience in the tides and tidal currents field.
- Several years experience at a senior level of hydrographic
management.
- A requisite degree or its equivalent would be of advantage to
a candidate.
- Candidate must display initiative and the ability to lead, liaise
and communicate in a non-Canadian environment.
Membership in CHA.
Costs
All costs related to training officers in Malaysia, including airfares,
living allowance and salary, will be provided by the CHA from the
CIDA funding allocated to the project.
Summary
Only CHA members who are fully qualified and able to commit
their time and energy to the projects should apply. CHA members
who are employed by the Government of Canada and who are
interested should ascertain whether they can be released temporarily from their duties, before applying for consideration.
' The private sector will also be considered, in the light of previous
success in going that route.

Please submit your expressions of interest or
your request for further details to:
B.M.Lusk
Canadian Hydrographic Association
9860 West Saanich Road
Sidney, B.C.
V8L4B2
Telephone (604) 356-6373

These offers are made by the Canadian Hydrographic Association.
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The Canadian Hydrographic Association and
Hydrographic Training in the Third World
by
T.D.W. McCulloch
Foreword
The Canadian Hydrographic Association (CHA) is the professional home of the Canadian hydrographic surveyor and chart
maker. A true professional must not only keep abreast of
technical developments, he must be prepared to advise and
share that expertise with his counterpart in the developing
world. Nothing but good can come from such a commitment,
for both the profession and the individual who chooses to
become involved. The CHA is an active organization prepared to persuade the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) to assist with hydrographic and cartographic
training in the developing coastal states. Perhaps government agreements can provide other solutions if the combined
will to succeed is there. So far that has not happened. The
CHA is a proper vehicle to ensure Canadian participation in
this worthwhile endeavour.

Historical
The Canadian involvement with providing hydrographic training to developing nations really commenced in 1976 when the
Canadian Institute of Surveying (now the Canadian Institute
of Surveying and Mapping (CISM)) became a member of the
Commonwealth Association of Surveying and Land Economy
(CASLE). Inevitably it followed that the CISM members
involved with CASLE came into much more direct contact with
surveyors from the Third World. As a result oft hat contact, the
CISM in 1978 received funding from CIDA to support the
attendance of four surveyors from the Caribbean at the CISMsponsored Survey Education Colloquium in Quebec.
The following year (1979) CISM received funding from CIDA
to support five surveyors from developing nations (Malaysia,
Papua New Guinea, Jamaica, Trinidad and Guyana) to attend
the very first International Hydrographic Technical Conference (IHTC), which was held in Ottawa. At that conference,
the representatives from Jamaica and Malaysia unofficially
requested Canadian assistance in establishing and maintaining a hydrographic capability.
This matter was discussed with senior government officials in
Canada and in Jamaica and Malaysia. Both developing
countries were advised to make an approach through their
own governments, thence to Canada. However, after two
years of discussions and paper pushing, the proposals were
still bogged down in the bureaucracies of all the countries
involved.
In 1981, CISM made representations to CIDA which resulted
in support for six surveyors from developing coastal states to
attend hydrographic training workshops in Canada followed
by participation in the International Federation of Surveyors
(FIG) Hydrographic Commission technical sessions and
Ughthouse: Edition 38 Fall1988

workshops at the FIG Congress in Montreauex where hydrography had a very high profile. The success of that project was
largely due to the participation of CHA members and, of
course, the commitment of the Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS). It led to another attempt to develop an assistance
program through government-to-government channels, but
to no avail. It was obvious that while no one was opposed to
such a program, in all the countries involved, no one knew
which buttons to push for a successful conclusion.
In 1983, CIDA approved a CISM-sponsored and CHS-supported three-year hydrographic training project in Jamaica.
The project was administered by CISM, with the Land Surveyors Associations of Jamaica as the Jamaican counterpart.
Three Jamaicans received hydrographic training in Canada,
and a total of sixteen Jamaican surveyors and surveyors from
other Caribbean island states received hydrographic training
in Jamaica. The training in Canada was provided by CHS
through participation by Jamaicans in the CHS training
courses- Hydrography I or Hydrography II. CHS also donated
the expertise and time of training officers in Jamaica to ensure
the success of the course. Additionally, a demonstration
survey was carried out in the approaches to Kingston Harbour
by newly-trained personnel under the direction of a CHS
Hydrographer-in-Charge, to provide the Government of
Jamaica with proof that a small hydrographic competence
was being established in Jamaica. Finally, more than
$200,000 of hydrographic equipment was transferred to
Jamaica to ensure the success of the program. CHA members who contributed greatly to the success of the project
(three years) were Peter Richards, Gunther Schuetzenmeier,
Jack Wilson, Stu Dunbrack and Bob Covey.
In 1985, CIDA approved a CISM-sponsored program of
specialist hydrographic training for Malaysia. Over the term
of the project, five Malaysians received training provided by
CHS and other Canadian agencies in Delimitations of Maritime Boundaries, Basic Hydrography, and Tides and Tidal
Studies. Four Canadian instructors (all CHA members)
traveled to Malaysia to provide expertise and advice in a
number of specializations.
Gerry Dahler provided advice and information to the Hydrographic Directorate on the establishment and maintenance of
a Tides and Tidal Currents unit. Rolly Hamilton provided
advice and information to the Hydrographic Directorate on the
establishment and maintenance of a Nautical Cartographic
Unit. Adam Kerr conducted a number of seminars on Delimitation of Maritime Boundaries. Hans Gray organized, coordinated and taught a Hydrography Course, assisted by
Malaysian specialist instructors. In all, eight Malaysian surveyors from the Surveying & Mapping Directorate, the Marine
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Department, the Port Authority and the private sector participated in this very successful course.
All of these projects were accomplished without cost to the
sponsoring agency - CISM. The time expended in management of the programme was considerable and is listed in the
CIDA project documents as a CISM commitment in kind.

Projects Approved for 1988 • 1991
under the Banner of CHA
In 1988, the CHA undertook to sponsor, co-ordinat'e and
manage two CIDA-funded hydrographic training projects,
with the possibility of a third in the offing.
Jamaica Project
The Government of Jamaica and other interested groups in
Jamaica were impressed by the success of the 1983 to 1985
Hydrographic Training Project. They expressed a strong
desire to build on these achievements by developing a
permanent Hydrographic Surveying and Charting Unit, with
its own organization structure, funding and long term surveying and charting program for Jamaican waters. They committed themselves to such a program providing they could have
the support of CHA and CIDA in such an endeavour. Agreement on this project between all interested parties has now
been reached and the project should commence no later than
December, 1988. The CHS will provide training support in
Canada.
The project contains the following elements:
a) A CHA Hydrographic Consultant/Manager will be
assigned to the project over a two year period, of
which most of the first year will be spent in Jamaica, with at least four inspection visits to be
made in the second year. The Consultant will act
as the catalyst in the development of the permanent Hydrographic Unit.
b) Suitable electronic equipment will be provided to
strengthen the Hydrographic Unit.
c) Training assistance and advice will be provided in
both Jamaica and Canada.
d) Training in Jamaica will be aimed at both Jamaican surveyors and those from other Caribbean
islands.
e) Technical advice will be provided to other island
states in the Caribbean.
f) Contingent on the successful conclusion of the
foregoing items, a recommendation for long-term
hydrographic vessel requirements will be prepared and adequate funding will be provided to
meet that need.

If all goes according to plan, the project should be completed
and evaluated by the consultant no later than February, 1991.
Malaysia Project
The success of the 1985 to 1987 "Hydrographic Training for
Malaysians" project persuaded the Institution Surveyors
Malaysia to request CIDA and CHA to continue the program
for 1988 to 1991. This project has now been approved by
CIDA and it is anticipated that the project will commence in
late October, 1988.
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Elements of the project include Basic Hydrographictraining in
Malaysia, nautical cartographic training in Canada, tides and
tidal phenomena studies in Malaysia, Hydrography II training
in Canada and Delimitation of Maritime Boundaries studies in
Canada. The project should be completed and evaluated by
December, 1991. If successful, a recommendation to develop a permanent Hydrographic Training Centre in Malaysia
will probably follow.
The project is managed and co-ordinated by a CHA manager.

Participation In Canadian Hydrographic Conference
The Canadian Hydrographic Conference and hydrographic
workshops will be held in Vancouver, British Columbia in
March of 1989. A plan to have eight surveyors from developing coastal states participate has not yet (September 1988)
received final approval. However, there does appear to be
some hope that final approval will be received shortly. The
project is much smaller than the "Jamaica" and "Malaysia"
ventures and will be completed in a month. It would be a great
benefit to the participating surveyors and of course would
contribute greatly to the success of the conference and
workshops. The CIDA name for the project is "Developing
Coastal States Hydrographic Study Program". It is aimed
primarily at establishing technical exchange links between
overseas institutions and the CHA in the furtherance of
assisting developing coastal states to meet their international
obligations under the UN Law of the Sea and the expansion
of marine commerce.
Eight surveyors from eight overseas institutions would be
invited to participate in "Discovery 89" and would participate
in two weeks of hydrographic workshops to be held in conjunction with the conference. The countries involved would
probably be Barbados, Guyana, Trinidad, Jamaica, Solomon
Islands, Fiji, Papua New Guinea and Malaysia. However,
other countries are under consideration. The project is not
designed to impart detailed technology and technique but will
be developed to give suitable candidates an intense but broad
look at hydrography and its potential impact on overseas
institutions.

Summary
Much has been accomplished in the past with the direct
assistance of CIDA, CISM, CHS and overseas institutions. All
who have contributed so much time and effort to these
projects deserve our congratulations and sincere thanks.
However, without the dedication of some CHA members very
little of a useful nature could have occurred. Now that CHA is
a direct actor in the productions outlined in this article,
individuals in CHA will no doubt wantto take a more active role
in future discussions that could lead to greater CHA commitment to technical assistance to the third world. Overseas
surveyors can learn much from us, and we in turn will be
changed by our experience in working with them.

It is a worthwhile endeavour, which ties in closely with the
objectives of the about-to-be-formed FIGIIHO Technical
Assistance Coordination Committee.
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The History and Problems of Collecting, Storing
and Manipulating Hydrographic Data
by
R. Mehlman
Historical Perspective
Any attempt to determine who made the first map or chart
would be like attempting to determine who invented the
wheel. An ancient clay tablet in existence today bears a map
of what is known as Mesopotamia and was fashioned around
3800 B.C. It is quite likely that even before 25 B.C. the
Phoenicians of the eastern Mediterranean possessed
crudely drawn charts and written sailing directions of a sort.
Until the twentieth century, the method of swinging the lead
and observing two coincident horizontal sextant angles was
used to obtain and position spot soundings. The density ofthe
soundings was determined by the needs of shipping and the
complexity of geology in the area. As the hull of the ship came
closer to the bottom, denser soundings were required. While
these spot soundings showed the depth of the water at the
point indicated, they gave no indication of water depth between soundings.
In the 1930's acoustic sounders were first used by the
Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS) to collect continuous
profiles of the ocean's seabeds. However, positioning was
still accomplished using coincident horizontal sextant angles
or similar means, and information was not available in a lateral
direction from the profile line. The spacing of the survey lines
was still dependent upon the requirements of shipping in the
area.
The 1940's showed the advent of electronic positioning to
hydrographic surveying. Soon dependence upon visibility
became a diminishing factor as positioning systems became
manageable even in the smallest craft.
Today, with the advent of computers, the capabilities of a
hydrograpbic survey are less limited, as hydrographers deal
with remote-controlled semi-submersibles, under-ice sounding vehicles, SWATH systems, acoustic sweep systems and
airborne sounding systems.
The first charting of Canadian waters was carried out by early
French and English explorers. After Canada became a
colony of Britain, the British Admiralty took on the responsibility of charting Canadian waters. The Canadian Government
did not assume responsibility until1883 when the Georgian
Bay Survey was established. In 1904, when the Admiralty
requested that self-governing colonies assume responsibility
for their coastal surveys, the Canadian Hydrographic Service
was established by Order-in-Council 461.
The British Admiralty continued to maintain responsibility for
the surveys of the Labrador and Newfoundland coasts until
1949, when Newfoundland and Labrador joined ConfederaUghthouse: Edition 38 Fall1988

tion. A large number of Canadian charts of the Atlantic
Provinces are still Admiralty reproductions and three Admiralty charts of the Newfoundland coast are included in the
Atlantic Coast chart catalogue. As modern surveys of the
Newfoundland coast are being completed, the Admiralty
charts and reproductions are being replaced with up-to-date
Canadian charts.
A seasonally-staffed regional office of CHS was opened in
Victoria, British Columbia in 1907 and was established on a
full-time basis in 1938. The Atlantic Region (now ScotiaFundy Region) was formed in 1959 in Halifax, Nova Scotia
and moved to the Bedford Institute of Oceanography in
Dartmouth when it was opened in 1962. The Central Region
(now Central and Arctic Region) was formed in Ottawa in
1964 and moved to the Canada Centre for Inland Waters in
Burlington, Ontario in 1970. In 1975, a decision was made to
decentralize the Chart Production process and to form a
fourth hydrographic region based in Quebec City. In 1987, a
district office of the Scotia-Fundy Region was established in
St. John's, Newfoundland.
The Tidal and Current Metering Program began in 1893.
Precise water level gauging of the Great Lakes started in
1912. These two programs were integrated in Ottawa in
1960. All regions now have capabilities for tidal and current
measurements. In 1982, the Atlantic Region, CHS, took over
the responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the 18
Atlantic Provinces' gauges of the permanent tide gauge
network. Inland Waters Directorate of the Department of the
Environment operates the gauges in the rest of Canada for
CHS.
Task of the CHS
The CHS is primarily conc~.rned with gathering and publishing
hydrographic data and marine navigation information for
Canada's navigable waters. This information is essential for
the safe, orderly and efficient conduct of commercial, recreational and defence shipping. The Service also has the
operational responsibility for integrated geophysical/hydrographic surveys of the continental margin and inland seas.
Such surveys are essential to obtain a comprehensive
description of the extent of the continental land mass and for
the control, management and development of mineral and
petroleum resources in these areas.
The CHS publishes just over 1,000 nautical charts. Twelve
volumes of Sailing Directions, nine Small Craft Guides and six
volumes of Tide and Current Tables are also published. In
addition, Territorial and Fishing Zone Charts, Natural Resource Maps, and Charts in the General Bathymetry of the
Oceans (GEBCO) series are produced.
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At the present time approximately 60% of southern waters
and 20% of northern waters are surveyed adequately. Due to
changing shipping patterns and changing ship drafts, hydrography is an ongoing activity and the survey coverage can only
be increased by 2 - 3% annually. Presently, we respond
promptly to less than 30% of our requests for surveys.
Data Management
As the amount of data increases, data managers must find
improved methods of handling the large volumes encountered. To do this properly, the data must be in a format that
is readily accessible.
The first operational deployment of an acoustic sweep in the
Atlantic Region was in the Miramichi River area of New
Brunswick and lasted three weeks. The system had 18
transducers arrayed on a 30 metre boom, giving 100% bottom
coverage. Data were logged at a rate of one depth per
transducer every two seconds. This resulted in approximately 10 million measured depths with over 1.5 million
depths logged during the three week period. Approximately
26,000 or 2% of the logged depths were portrayed on 11 field
sheets at a scale of 1 :5,000. This sweep system is now being
used on production surveys in Central and Arctic Region.
A new acoustic sweep system which has 33 transducers, is
used on board CSS FCG Smith, a 34.8 metre catamaran that
operates up to 6 months in the field. As many as 22 million
data points are logged during a field season. Data loggers are
used on conventional surveys across the country to collect an
enormous amount of digital data. This is a staggering amount.
How do data managers handle this volume? The answer is
a computerized data management system.
Three of the most important aspects of data management
are: what to log during day-to-day operations; what to store
in the data base; and how to ensure that the data base
contains verified and up-to-date information?
Day-to-Day Operations
While it is possible to log all of the measurements made, only
2% of the measurements can be portrayed for a sweep
survey, even at a fairly large scale. Therefore, it is necessary
to pre-process the data to determine what should be logged.
Since the prime purpose of CHS charts is marine navigation
and safety, the data are biased to show the shallowest of the
soundings collected. On the sweep system, this means that
within the data collection window of two seconds, the shallowest sounding is retained as long as consecutive soundings
within the time frame confirm that this value is not unreasonable. This method results in the recording of approximately
10% of all measurements.

archived. These data are not stored on the data base, but are
accessible using the proper software on the field processing
system. Control of the raw data remains in the hands of the
collector.
Data Manipulation
Perhaps the most important aspect of a data base management system is the actual insertion of the data and the
retrieval of the data in a usable format. This sounds quite
simple but a closer examination of the process shows it to be
extremely complex and perhaps the most costly stage of all,
both in terms of money and manpower. Hardware is cheaper
today than it was ten years ago. But the cost and sophistication of the software has increased drastically. Also, the cost of
managing the systems has escalated over the last 15 years.
With computer systems changing every day, it is vital that data
and storage requirements be properly examined.
A data base system stores data somewhere, remembers
where they are, and retrieves them on request. It does not
manipulate the data. The CHS system will be regional. All
data will be handled within the region of influence, on regional
computers rather than from a central location for all regions.
The system will be the same in all regions. It will run on the
same type of computer, use the same software and be stored
in the same format. The process of implementing the data
base is a large task. The CHS stores and maintains a vast
amount of historical material. As new data are obtained, the
outdated data must be superceded. However, the data must
be merged to allow valid data from previous documents to
appear. As the data are collected over a long period, the
process becomes more complex.
Since collected data are never 100% perfect, the data base
has to be accessible, to allow errors to be corrected as
required. Clearly, this process must be performed in an
organized manner by one responsibility centre to prevent
havoc. The data must be retrieved in a usable format. Therefore, it is necessary that the data be well labeled within the
system, showing what data are available, when they were
obtained, when they were last updated and so on. This is
extremely important when one considers that the end user will
not be a hydrographer.
Summary
Large data sets are necessitating a drastic change in the way
data are collected, stored and manipulated. The CHS is
starting to implement regional systems for storing and retreiving bathymetric data. There are many points to consider when
setting up a data management system that will be required to
handle large data sets.
References
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Data Storage
Data processing procedures in CHS ensure that the data are
verified and edited. These data are plotted at the largest
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to the shallower soundings. The verified data are ready to
enter into the data base.
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But what of the raw data collected in the field? At present the
raw data, with any changes that have been made, are
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The Field-ing of a Cartographer
(or "So That's How It's Done")
by

D. Jackson
Every year hydrographers and cartographers in the Canadian
Hydrographic Service exchange assignments in order to gain
experience and some insight into how the other half works.
Hydrographers compile and draft charts and get to see firsthand how the data they collect are eventually used. Cartographers get to go to the field where they can gain some
knowledge of the problems associated with data collection
and the reduction and graphic presentation of those data. The
mix of hydrographers and cartographers has proven valuable
over the years. One such tale follows ...
I was followed into the Boss's office by the usual catcalls of
"Jackson's in the doghouse ... again!". The conversation that
followed was the usual short, businesslike exchange:
Boss:
Me:
Boss:
Me:
Boss:
Me:

"Have you any plans for the summer?"
"No, no long holidays or anything."
"How about going on a survey?"
"Sure, where to and how long?"
"Three months at the north end of Vancouver
Island, based at Bull Harbour."
"Sounds good."

End of conversation.
I returned to my desk knowing that Bull Harbour sounded
familiar. I wenttothe reference drawer and pulled out the best
scale chart of the area. Yes, there it was, I'd done an overprint
on it about a year ago. In Bull Harbour itself I had crossed out
the Post Office and Store, and added a life saving station
which seemed rather ominous. A check of meteorological
tables in Sailing Directions showed that Bull Harbour has
experienced measurable snow in August! Well, here was a
chance to show those hydrographers that cartographers are
not just stay-at-home office types and can, on occasion, count
beyond twenty without removing all their clothes. It would also
be a good opportunity to test out those behind-the-ear motionsickness patches, as I do not possess a good pair of sea legs.
So it was with mixed emotions that I learned about a month
later that the survey had been changed to Vancouver Harbour. My stomach heaved a sigh of relief, but I was sure that
such a cushy survey location would result in the expected
comments: "Well on a real survey .....".
Before joining the survey in Vancouver I persuaded the Boss
that a day or two spent familiarizing myself with some of the
equipment would be useful rather than arriving "cold" in midsurvey. Two days were spent looking at and operating
various items of survey equipment, including an afternoon
running the ISAH data logging system in a launch in Pat Bay.
I realized that most details would be forgotten by the time I
Ughthouse: Edition 38 Fall1988

went into the field, but some familiarity was gained.
The survey began at the end of April, and by the time I arrived
in late May everything was running smoothly. My first few
days were spent as an observer, not really trying to learn
anything in detail, but endeavouring to understand what was
going on.
My first jump on shore was quite memorable. Bruce Lewis
carried the batteries and Trisponder, which left me with a
theodolite and two sets of legs (the light stuff). It was flat calm
and Bruce made an effortless step off the bow. It was low tide
and I eyed the green algae-covered rip-rap with some apprehension before choosing a landing site. Unfortunately it was
a bad choice. The rock I jumped on shifted under my weight
depositing me on the barnacle-encrusted rocks. The hand
put out to stop me ruining my good looks received a nasty
gash which proceeded to bleed on the equipment which
remained stained ever-after. On return to the launch my
wound opened up again and large drops of blood splattered
on the deck. Glen, the coxswain, was not amused. From that
moment on I was always very careful about landing to set up
a station. Often Gordie, the other coxswain, would "help" by
blowing the klaxon at inappropriate moments and offering
shouts of encouragement such as: "Come on, even Carol
could jump off there!"
After a day or two of intensive training I became proficient at
setting up and operating a range-bearing shore station.
Speed and efficiency picked up fairly quickly and I was happily
contributing to the survey after only a short training period. It
was certainly different from my usual daily routine, setting up
·office in the fresh air (except by the sulphur wharves), and
spending the day guiding the launch along rays, or calling
fixes for arcs and spot soundings. I found myself thoroughly
enjoying the whole experience. Many curious people stopped
to ask what was going on and I did my best to explain between
fixes ("No, I'm not taking pictures, it's a theodolite!"). I even
got my photograph in the Vancouver Sun.
Days spent on station were intermingled with many assorted
duties including revisory survey, measuring wharf heights,
coastlining, control and launch repair (handing Gordie the
tools he needed). As I had been using a very reliable and easy
to use electronic theodolite, the Wild T2 initially seemed quite
formidable. However, Bruce was a very patient teacher. At
first, he would check my pointing and readings. After some
practice I became reasonably proficient and obtained some
good splits, but I would not have liked to shoot a long series
of angles without more practise. If some hydrographers are
shuddering at the thought of a cartographer shooting control,
let me say that I did get some very good results albeit much
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more slowly than somebody with more experience.
My first assignment without a hydrographer in sight (not even
through a theodolite), was on a very rainy Sunday. Gordie
and I set out in the Wasp and took over 300 lead-line
soundings at one of the North Shore marinas. Although
reasonably dry in full rain-gear, our hands soon became wet
and cold from hauling in the lead-line, and consequently my
field notes became rather sodden. On one page I sketched
some float revisions. Alex Raymond, our Hydrographer-inCharge, taped this up on his office wall and took great
pleasure in showing all visitors what his tame cartographer
was handing in as field notes. After that day I was nicknamed
"Captain Leadliner". I guess it could have been worse.
Because there was no spare hydrographer, it wasn't until half
way through the survey that I learned how to run the launch
side of things. Learning to run ISAH took a day or two, initially
just operating the keyboard kept me busy enough. However
I soon got the hang of that and started to handle the radio,
sounder, keep a look out for traffic and plan my next move. So
I felt that I had become a fully-fledged (finned?) hydrographer
at last. A day's surveying would now be split in two, half on
shore and half in the launch. It gave me quite a thrill to be able
to operate so much expensive equipment and to have command of my own launch .... well for half a day at least.
Everybody on the survey was extremely helpful and patient
with me. Alex was particularly good in making sure that I was
exposed to all aspects of the survey operation. I even spent
some time data processing with ISAH which was as close as
I got to scaling soundings. Alex also took advantage of having
a cartographer on board by asking questions about how to
use certain information and what the best field sheet portrayal
would be. I think some hydrographers are sometimes guiny
of regarding field sheets as a final product without considering
the needs of the cartographer. Alex and I spent quite a lot of
time talking together and I am glad that he regarded me as
somebody to learn from as well as to teach. However, just to
make sure that I didn't forget the traditional cartographer's
survey role I was put in "charge" of the batteries!

On reflection many small incidents are memorable. Setting
up station on the thirty-fifth floor of a Vancouver office tower
offered a spectacular view. Perhaps more importantly it
allowed most of Coal Harbour to be surveyed from one station
in only a couple of days. Another interesting station was on
a warehouse roof which involved climbing a radio antenna.
Occupying another station, I found myself surrounded by
police cars, protestors in Zodiacs trying to achieve martyrdom
as human fenders, police boats, camera crews and U.S.
warships: I was right in the middle of another Greenpeace
protest. Bruce and I played a lot of darts and I usually lost.
After one particularly humiliating defeat I consigned my darts
to the bottom of Vancouver Harbour. A week or so later I
bought a new set. Alex watched my first throw, which totalled
seven, with much interest. He then challenged me to a 3 dart
high score contest with a one dollar stake. I took careful aim
and scored one hundred and forty. Alex handed over his
dollar bill without even trying.
I thoroughly enjoyed my summer in the field and certainly
learned a great deal that will make me a better cartographer
and give me a greater appreciation of the work done by
hydrographers. In turn, I hope that they learned a few things
from me too. I am very much looking forward to another field
assignment in the future.
The very complex nature of both cartography and hydrography makes it desirable to have a core of people who are expert
in their chosen discipline. It is equally desirable to have a
number of interdisciplinary people who can handle both jobs
and can bring them together to a greater extent than at
present. With rapidly accelerating technological advances
there is no doubt that hydrography and cartography will slowly
merge, and the skills necessary for both jobs will be very
similar. This makes increased co-operation between the two
disciplines necessary to fulfill our role in an ever changing and
ever challenging environment.
I would like to thank everyone on the survey for being so
friendly and helpful and especially for not throwing me in!

Lighthouse Puzzle Part 1
In the year 2250 the Canadian Hydrographic Service extended operations to other planets. The planet AQUA had
to be surveyed. The planet was an earth sized water world with no land masses, no magnetic field and a constant
cloud cover. Navigation was entirely by a perfect inertial guidance system. This system always pointed to true
north. The origin, for the latitude-longitude earth style chart to be produced, was provided by the drop off space
ship.
The "CSS Baffin IX" with her fifty "Dolphin VII's" swiftly finished the survey. Unfortunately, when docking the Dolphin's (still a problem), the inertial guidance system "lost lock", resulting in the ship being totally lost somewhere
on a featureless planet. The space ship had no equipment for locating the Baffin IX except visual sighting. They
pleaded for some clue as to where on the planet to begin the search.
The Hydrographer in Charge recalled a curious incident during a shoal examination at their last site. The ship had
left the shoal buoy and steamed exactly ten kilometres south, then ten kilometres east and finally ten kilometres
north. This course had brought them back to the original buoy. The HIC reported this to the space ship, with their
obvious location. Where were they?
See page 47 for solution.
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Tests du recepteur LORAN-e lnternav 408
pour des application aeroportees
par
P. Belanger et P. Bellemare
Introduction
Un reseau LORAN-G est un systeme de positionnement de
radionavigation hyperbolique servant determiner une position. II a ete mis au point par Ia marine americaine et adopte
par les gouvernements des Etats-Unis et du Canada oomme
principale aide Ia navigation pour les eaux ootieres, les
hauturieres americaines et canadiennes et les grands lacs.

a

a

Le principe de fonctionnement du systeme LORAN-G en
mode regulier d'operation est de determiner Ia position d'un
observateur en mesurant les differences de temps d'arrivee
des impulsions emises par un minimum de trois stations
emettrices. Chaque difference de temps d'arrivee (TD) des
impulsions provenant d'une paire de stations definit une ligna
de position hyperbolique. L'intersection d'un minimum de
deux lignes de position hyperbolique determine Ia position de
l'observateur.
La precision d'une position proven ant du system a LORAN-G
est fonction des principaux elements suivants: l'erreur produite par le recepteur,les erreurs de propagation des signaux
voyageant au-dessus des milieux geophysiques et Ia
geophysiques et Ia geometrie d'intersection des hyperboles.
L'une des taches du Service hydrographique du Canada
consiste a mesurer les erreurs de propagation des signaux
afin d'ajuster les lignes de position hyperboliques sur les
cartes marines. La methode utilisee pour determiner ces
corrections consiste, principalement avec l'aide d'un navire
hydrographique paroourant les surfaces d'utilisation, enregistrar les ecarts entre Ia position du system a LORAN-Get
celle provenant d'un autre systeme de positionnement plus
precis utilise com me systeme d'etalonnage. De cette faCiQn,
Ia prise de donnees est tres longue a completer, ce qui
implique un coOt eleva des operations.

a

En vue de remplir son. mandat plus efficacement, le Service
hydrographique du Canada supervise un ensemble de recherches pour ameliorer ce releve de calibration en utilisant
dans un heliooptere, un recepteur LORAN-G INTERNAV 408
couple un recepteur GPS. Une etude a ate effectuee pour
determiner si le recepteur INTERNAV 408 peut etre utilise
dans des oonditions aeroportees pour calibrer des chaines
LORAN-G au Canada.

a

Lorsque le recepteur subit des accelerations et/ou des
decelerations lineaires au angulaires prononcees, il est incapable de fournir de bonnes positions
l'usager cause
principalement des effets directs sur le processus de Ia prise
de mesures des TD, sur les filtres dynamiques utilises dans
le traitement des donnees, ainsi que sur les autres composantes des micro-processeurs.

a

Cependant, dans le cadre de cette experience et avec Ia
souplesse d'operation qu'offre le mode d'utilisation du recepteur INTERNAV 408, il a ete possible d'eliminer !'utilisation
des filtres dynamiques du processus de traitement des
donnees. De cette faCiQn, nous pensons que les resultats
presentes dans cet article peuvent etre associes directement
aux effets sur le processus de Ia prise des mesures des TD
ainsi que sur les aut res composantes des micro-processeurs.
L'etude avait pour objectifs de determiner:
1. le comportement du recepteur lorsqu'il etait
deplace une vitesse constante;
2. le temps necessaire pour que le recepteur redonne une bonne position lorsqu'il est so us l'effet
des differentes conditions d'accelerations et/ou
de decelerations lineaires ou angulaires;
3. les limites de fonctionement et les oonditions
optimales d'utilisation du recepteur INTERNAV
408.

a

L'experience s'est deroulee sur deux routes situees dans les
limites de Ia region de Quebec. Une camionnette a ete
uti Iisee pour simuler les conditions aeroportees.

a

. Le montage des equipements l'interieur du vehicule oomprenait:
1. Un recepteur INTERNAV 408 etait relie une
horloge au Rubidium HP-5065 A. Elle etait synchronisee avec les horloges au cesium des stations LORAN-e observsees. Avec ce montage,le
recepteur INTERNAV 408 mesurait Ia difference
entre le temps I' emission et celui Ia reception
des signaux provenant de chacune des stations
LORAN-G observees (mode RHO-RHO).

a

a
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a

2.

Un recepteur INTERNAV 408 fonctionnait salon
son mode regulier d'operation. II effectuait Ia
mesure du mode TD des signaux provenant des
paires de stations.

3.

Un micro-ordinateur HP-87 etait relie aux deux
recepteurs via des modules de communication en
serie RS-232-C. Le HP-87 interrogeait successivement les recepteurs et assurait le transfert

Description de !'experience
Le recepteur LORAN-G INTERNAV 408 est oonstitue principalement d'un receveur et de deux micro-processeurs. Le
premier micro-processeur est utilise pour effectuer essentiellement Ia mesure des TD tandis que le deuxieme microprocesseur est utilise pour effectuer le traitement des
donnees et assurer une communication interactive avec
l'utilisateur.

a
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des donnees sur des micro-disquettes flexibles.
Quant aux antennas des recepteurs, elles etaient
fixees sur le toit, a l'arriere de Ia camionnette
(figure 1).

I' experience, l'operateur a toujours active le HP-87 apres qu'il
eut passe les reperes. Le delai de temps entre !'instant ou
l'operateur passait le repere et celui ou le recepteur donnait
une a ate calcule a1,28 seconde de retard, ce qui correspond
a une erreur de mesure de l'ordre de 0,14 !J.S lorsque le
vehicule se deplagait Ia vitesse de 120 km/h. Toutefois, en
fonction de Ia precision qu'il est possible d'obtenir avec le
systeme LORAN-e, nous considerons que cette erreur est
negligeable.

a

La procedure des tests de I'experience consistait simplement
des mesures lorsque le vehicule se
deplagait dans le sans aller ainsi que dans le sans retour du
parcours. De cette fa~n. il a ete possible d'effectuer une
correlation entre les resuttats aux reperes donnas.

a effectuer Ia prise

Au cours des tests d'acceleration lineaire, le vehicule simulait
les conditions de Ia fa~n suivante: pres d'un repere designe,
il accelerait subitement pour ensuite se deplacer Ia vitesse
constanta de 120 kmlh sur le reste du parcours. Pour les tests
de Ia deceieration lineaire, Ia procedure consistait aimmobiliser brusquement le vehicule sur un repere designe pour
ensuite enregistrer des lectures durant une periode d'observation de 5 a 1o minutes. L'effet d'acceleration et/ou de
deceleration lineaire sur le recepteur INTERNAV 408 engendrait une variation des ecarts entre les lectures et les donnees
de Ia calibration; ces ecarts croissaient (ou decroissaient
selon le cas) durant une certaine periode de temps pour
ensuite decroitre (ou croitre salon le cas) avant de reprendre
l'ordre des ecarts mesures avant I' effet. Ce type de comportement nous indique que le recepteur INTERNAV 408 reagit
aux conditions particulieres qui lui sont imposees seulement
qu'apres une certaine periode de temps, ce qui implique qu'il
accuse toujours un retard par rapport aux conditions qui
variant dans le temps.

a

Figure 1
Des reperes ont ate installes aux abords des sites de I'experience. La prise de mesure automatisee a eta effectuee par un
operateur qui activait le HP-87 a!'instant meme ou le vehicule
passait au niveau des reperes. De fa~n autonome, a
l'interieur des intervalles de temps delimites par les reperes,
le HP-87 enregistrait les mesures LORAN-C aux intervalles
de 2 secondes.
Avec l'aide des horloges internes du HP-87 et en utilisant les
modules de communication en serie RS-232-C, nous avons
mesure que le temps de communication entre !'envoi d'un
message genera par le HP-87 et Ia reception de Ia reponse
provenant de I'INTERNAV 408 etait de 0,28 seconde. De Ia
meme fa~n. nous avons determine que les donnees contenues dans Ia memoire tampon du recepteur etaient recyclees l'interieurdu temps limite de 0,32 seconde. Le logiciel
de communication de I'INTERNAV 408 repondait dans un
delai constant de temps; il ne prenait aucun retard.

a

La chaine LORAN-C disponible sur les sites de I'experience
etait Ia chaine 9960 avec les stations second aires CARIBOU
et NANTUCKET. L'experience a ete realisee sur une periode
de 6 jours au cours du mois de mars 1985; elle se divisait en
deux etapes, soit Ia calibration des reperes et les tests de
I' experience.

Nous pensons que les principales causes qui justifient ce
retard sont associees directement
!'utilisation de filtres
electroniques dans le receveur et le micro-processeur davant
effectuer Ia prise des mesures des TO ainsi que les performances du logiciel utilise dans ce dernier.

a

a

Rasultats

Les figures 2 4 representant les principaux resultats qui
d.ecoulent de ces tests. Vous remarquerez que le signa des
courbes qui representant les dephasages des mesures par
rapport aux donnees de calibration est directement relie Ia
direction du deplacement du vehicule (sens aller/retour) au
cours des essais. Par example, dans le sens aller du
parcours, les donnees de calibration du mode RHO-RHO de
Ia station SENECA croissaient de repere en repere. Lorsque
le vehicule effectuait une acceleration dans le sens aller du
parcours, cause du retard contenu dans le recepteur, les
mesures du mode RHO-RHO de Ia station SENECA etaient
plus petites que les donnees de Ia calibration aux reperes, ce
qui explique le sens decroissant de Ia courbe de ces essais.
De Ia meme fa~n. lorsque le vehicule circulait dans le sens
retour du parcours, les mesures du mode RHO-RHO de Ia
station SENECA etaient plus grandes que les donnees de
calibration, ce qui explique le sens croissant de Ia courbe de
ces essais.

L'erreur de pointe lorsque l'operateur activait le HP-87 au
moment ou le vehicule passait au niveau des reperes, a ete
evaluee I seconde de retard. Tout au long des essais de

Les resultats de ces tests sont presentes dans le tableau
suivant:

a

Au cours des trois premiers jours, une calibration
ete
effectuee a chacun des reperes des sites de !'experience.
Cette etape consistait en registrar, sur une period a d'observation de 10 minutes, des mesures LORAN-e des modes
RHO-RHO et TO. Les tests de I'experience ont ete realises
pendant les trois autres jours. lis etaient subdivises en quatre
parties: tests aux vitesses constantes 20, 80 et 120 kmlh sur
une route droite; tests d'acceleration lineaire du type 0-120
kmlh et 80-120 kmth; tests de deceleration lineaire du type
120-0 km/h et 120-140 km/h; tests sur une route avec une
courbe angle droit.

a

a

a
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Tableau des resultats en mode RHO-RHO des tests
d'acceleration et deceleration llneaires.
Type de Emin
tests
(J.LS)
Ace. 0-120 ± 0,40
Dec. 120-o ±0,20
E min:
T min:
E max:
T max:
T moyen:

Tmln Emax Tmax
(sec)
(J.LS) (sec)
42,2 ±2,15 108,5
69,8
13,5 ±0,95

Tmoyen
(sec)
100
60

ecart minimum mesure
temps de resorption minimum
ecart maximum mesure
temps de resorption maximum
temps de resorption moyen

Un fait interessant a noter de ces resultats: les ecarts minimums mesures au cours des tests d'acceleration et de
deceleration lineaires ont ete obtenus exclusivement des
signaux proven ant de Ia station LORAN-C CARIBOU, tandis
que pour las ecarts maximums, ceux-ci proviennent exclusivement des signaux de Ia station SENECA.
Lors de Ia procedure de Ia calibration, nous avons note, de
repine en repere, que les mesures croissaient (ou decroissaient salon le cas) de l'ordre de 3 Jl.S pour les signaux
provenant de Ia station SENECA, tandis que pour ceux
proven ant de Ia station CARIBOU, ils croissaient (ou decroissaient salon le cas) dans l'ordre de 1 J.LS.
Dans ces circonstances, etant donne que Ia variance entre
les mesures de Ia station CARIBOU est inferieure acella de
Page 12

Ia station SENECA, no us pensons que les ordres des ecarts
minimums et maximums ainsi que pour ceux des temps de
resorption minimums et maximums sont directementfonction
de Ia position du recepteur par rapport aux stations LORAN-

C.
De ce fait nous presumons, pour des observations effectuees
pres de Ia ligna de base d'une paire de stations, que las ordres
des ecarts et de temps de resorption seront plus grands que
ceux observes dans cette experience et inversement ils
seront plus petits lorsque las observations seront effectuees
una position tres eloignee de Ia ligna de base.

a

a

Dans le cadre des tests ou le vehicule se deplactait una
vitesse constante, nous avons mesure, au niveau des
reperes, un ecart presque constant entre les lectures de
INTERNAV 408 et las donnees de Ia calibration. D'une factan
plus explicite, ce type de comportement pourrait etre represente par una courbe qui oscillerait legerement autour
d'une droite de pente nulla, decalee suivant una certaine
constante par rapport aux donnees de Ia calibration.
La figure 5 montre Ia distribution des ecarts entre las observations du mode RHO-RHO et les donnees de calibration des
reperes des tests effectues a Ia vitesse con stante de 120 km/
h. La correlation entre les mesures des sans aller et retour du
parcours nous indiquent que l'ecart cause par l'effet du
deplacement a cette vitesse est inferieure aux conditions
optimales de precision qu'il est possible d'obtenir avec le
systeme LORAN-C.
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D'autre part, les distances entre les foyers des distributions et
le centre des reperes sont inferieures a l'erreur de pointe de
l'operateur et des autres elements de precision definies dans
I' experience, ce qui implique que no us pensons qu'il n'y a pas
de delai constant de retard dans Ia combinaison du receveur
et du micro-processeur pour Ia prise des mesures des TD.
Dans le cas contraire, il est assure que ce dernier n'est pas
significatif par rapport aux conditions optimales de precision
qu'il est possible d'obtenir avec le systeme LORAN-C.
Dans le cadre des tests sur une route avec une courbe aangle
droit, nous avons etudie l'effet du parcours angulaire sur le
recepteur INTERNAV 4081orsque le vehicule se depla~ait a
une vitesse constante ainsi quela combinaison des accelerations et des decelerations. Au cours des tests ou le vehicule
se depla~ait a une vitesse constante, nous avons observe,
avant de negocier Ia courbe, un comportement similaire a
celui des tests a une vitesse constante sur une route droite.
Dans Ia courbe, le recepteur fournissait las positions d'un
vehicule qui se depla~ait sur une route droite, il ignorait
completement Ia nouvelle trajectoire du vehicule. Une fois Ia
courbe negociee, nous avons observe que le recepteur
corrigeait, durant un certain delai de temps, sa nouvelle
position (figure 6). Le temps de resorption minimum mesure
Iars de cas tests etait de 13,7 secondes avec un dephasage
minimum de± 0,18 j.I.S. No us avons egalement observe un
dephasage maximum de ± 0, 77 j.I.S, le temps de resorption
maximum etait de 68,2 secondes. Le temps de resorption
moyen etait de 60 secondes.

La combinaison des effets d'acceleration et deceleration
lineaire ou angulaire engendre un effet combine sur l'ecart
entre les lectures du recepteur et las donnees de Ia calibration, ainsi que le temps de resorption. En regie generale, pour
determiner le temps de resorption necessaire de Ia combinaison, il faut ajouter 25 secondes au temps de resorption du
premier des deux effect qui font l'objet de Ia combinaison.
Conclusion
Nous considerons que le recepteur LORAN-e INTERNAV
408 peut etre utilise dans un helicoptere pour effectuer Ia
calibration des chaines LORAN-G au Canada; toutefois,
nous semmes d'avis que le temps de resorption necessaire
pour eliminer les dephasages crees par l'effet d'acceleration
et/ou de deceleration est tres grand. En consequence, si I'on
veut optimiser Ia procedure des operations Iars des applications aeroportees, il sera necessaire de prendre soin de
reduire au minimum ce type de manoeuvre.
Note
Nous remercions vivement Michel Tetu du Departement de
genie electrique a I'Universite Laval, M. R. Eaton de l'lnstitut
oceanographique de Bedford d'Halifax et Robert Janes dela
compagnie INTERNAV de leur precieuse collaboration tout
au long de cette etude.
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An Efficient Storage Structure for Bathymetric Data
by
N. Sarda and D. Matthews
Abstract
For the purpose of channel dredging, it is necessary to obtain
a representation of the ocean bottom bathymetry. Because
the bottom is not readily visible, it is not possible to make any
assumptions regarding its regularity. As a result of this, it is
necessary to observe and record the depths over virtually
every square metre of surface for which modelling is required.
Abstracting the desired information from the large quantities
of data collected by surveying is time consuming and expensive. This paper presents an alternative to the storage system
currently employed by the Department of Public Works. The
rationale for the system design is given, and the result of
processing actual data is indicated as a measure of the
system's performance.

cross-sections and volume summaries are produced. Plots of
the data, such as in Figure 1, are used to locate the high spots
in the channel, thereby indicating the areas likely to require
dredging. This is achieved by manual inspection and colouring of the bathymetric plots. Cross sections, such as in Figure
2, are used to illustrate a typical bottom profile in the area
suspected of requiring dredging. The volume summaries are
required to obtain project cost estimates which are directly
related to the quantity of material that must be removed.
Production of these constitutes the majority of the work
carried out by the processing staff.

Introduction
Bathymetric surveys are performed by the Department of
Public Works. A mandate of the department is to maintain the
waterways in Atlantic Canada. WaJ.erways are underwater
trenches or channels which permit passage of ships in areas
where it would be otherwise impossible, such as at the
entrance to a harbour. They are usually straight, as this
simplifies navigation. The size of ship that may pass through
a channel is determined by its shallowest depth. In order to
make any conclusions regarding navigability, it is therefore
necessary to know the bottom depth over the whole channel.
The surface of the bottom of a body of water tends to be
somewhat more regular than that of dry land. Sediment
deposition and the constant flow of water tend to smooth out
many smaller features of relief. As a result, an observed
bottom depth may in general be assumed to be representative
of a much larger area than it would be on dry land. It is not
possible to make any assumptions about the ocean bottom,
however, as it cannot be seen. In fact, in performing
bathymetric surveys, the practice is rather to observe a
minimum of one depth for every four square metres. This
practice reduces the possibility of overlooking any possible
irregularities in the channel surface but, unfortunately, requires the collection and processing of a large quantity of
data.
The bottom depth is measured from a boat on the surface with
an acoustic transmitter/receiver device designed specifically
for that purpose. This process is referred to as sounding. A
survey consists of passing a boat, especially equipped to
continually measure and record the bottom depth, over the
entire surface area of a channel [5]. The data so collected may
be used to determine the size of ship which will pass freely in
a channel. They are also used to permit accurate estimates
of the amount of dredging work required to modify a channel
to allow passage of larger ships.
In order to obtain the required information from the data, plots,
Ughthouse: Edition 38 Fall1988

Figure 1 : Plot of bathymetric data
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Figure 2: Typical Cross-section
Data Storage: The Alternatives
As mentioned above, large quantities of data are collected
during a survey. For example, in one hundred metres of a
sixty metre wide channel there will be up to 5,000 depths
measured. Each observation has three parts: a depth and two
cartesian co-ordinates. Given that each part requires 4 bytes
of storage, the resulting total storage requirement forth is part
of a channel is 60,000 bytes. A simple calculation shows that
one kilometre of such a channel will result in well over a
megabyte of data. Most channels are over a kilometre in
length. The Miramichi river channel is fifty kilometres long,
and nowhere less than 80 metres wide. In order to be able to
use the data, they must be kept in a manner which will allow
efficient storage and quick retrieval.
In designing a storage and retrieval system, primary consideration must be given to the way the data will be accessed.
For the purpose of producing plots and cross-sections, access will be by location in the two dimensional mapping
space, defined by the pair of co-ordinates. A multi-key
addressing system must therefore be used. There are a
number of ways to store the data with two index keys. The
more common of these structures being: a two-dimensional
array, a tree structure such as a quad tree [1,2], and a grid file
[3]. These systems will now be briefly described in an effort
to show the progression of thought that led to the selection of
our approach.

Two Dimensional Arrays
Using an array is probably the simplest approach and is also
the one currently being used. A change in one of the array's
variables is assigned to represent a change in position along
one of the axes of the two dimensions of a plane surface. A
variation in the other variable represents movement along the
second axis. The value located in a specific matrix position is
the depth value associated with that location on the surface.
Applying this to the problem of organizing bottom depths, one
dimension of the two dimensional array is aligned with the
direction of the centre line of channel. A scale factor relates
the subscript values with the distance along the channel. The
second dimension is similarly associated with the positions
across the channel. A plot of several hundred metres of a
channel stored in this fashion is illustrated in Figure 1.
Some features of the system presently employed are as
follows. Each observed depth requires no more than three
significant digits as it is measured only to decimetre accuracy
and never exceed 99.9 metres. The double precision real
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number format of the HEWLETT PACKARD 9836 processors
used by the department allows twelve digits of precision.
Therefore it is possible to store up to four observations in one
matrix location. The values of the scales associated with
each array dimension are designed such that each matrix
location represents the minimum observation area of four
square metres mentioned earlier. Using this representation,
no searching is required to retrieve an item of data by coordinates as its location in the array may be determined by a
simple mathematical calculation.
There are a number of disadvantages to this approach: 1)
The area covered by the array must always be a rectangle; 2)
There is only one scale associated with each of the array
subscripts, and it must be sufficiently small to permit differentiation in the region of interest, which may be a very small
portion of the total area covered; 3) Storage space must be
allocated to areas in which there may be no data to record.
This is particularly true if the survey area does not happen to
be a rectangle; and 4) The amount of storage space required
makes use of the data slow and awkward and it is hard to
prepare plots and profiles.

Tree Structures
The quad tree [1,2] begins with a square area which is large
enough to encompass the entire area of interest. This area
represents the root of the quad tree. Associated with this
square area there may be a pointer to a record or just some
information regarding the area bounded by that square. If
there is more information within that square than may be
stored by one record, then the square is subdivided into four
equal square areas representing the upper left, right and
lower left and right quadrants. The four quadrants are
systematically identified, by starting in the upper left quadrant
and numbering them consecutively in a clockwise direction.
The quadrants may themselves be further subdivided into
four smaller quadrants. This process may be repeated as
many times as is necessary.
The quad tree is a logical choice to organize data for a
geometrical retrieval. The speed with which retrieval may be
accomplished is, as with most tree structures, of the order
log4(n), where n is the number of nodes. Another strength is
the ability to determine the nearest neighbours to a point.
Nearest neighbour determination is archived in the quad tree
structure by a simple lateral traversal. A disadvantage of the
quad tree is the additional storage space required for pointers, although there are techniques for minimizing this problem. The quad tree structure, however, may not be the best
structure to apply to this problem.
Conceptually, the quad tree involves the repeated division of
space into four square areas. (Tree structures may be
developed for the two other regular repeatable polygons,
such as triangles and sectagons [4].) A difficulty that may be
foreseen is that, if we are to achieve compression, we will
have to find a way to group the depth data into areas of
common depth. It seems unlikely that these areas are going
to be square. It would be more realistic to try to work with
rectangles, which, although similar to squares, do not require
a regularly repeatable decomposition into smaller rectangles.
This is especially true if they are to be of variable size. Forth is
reason, we reject the quad tree structure and look for another
alternative.
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Grid Files
The grid file structure (3] might be another choice for data
organization. This technique closely resembles the multidimensional array. It is composed of two parts: a set of scale
vectors (one for each key), and a dynamic array. The scale
vectors permit a variable division of a space into individual
rectangular shapes. The dynamic array stores the information pertinent to each area. This information may be a pointer
to a record in on-line storage. The creation of a such dynamic
array is not a trivial matter.
Some advantages in the grid file approach are as follows: 1)
We now have the ability to define the areas of common depths
in a variable scale on both axes of our plane. This allows a
more random organization of the information into groups of
geographically neighbouring points; and 2) The identification
of an area by its range of values on the two axes permits rapid
identification of the value associated with a point located
within those ranges of values. It is this latter characteristic
which makes the grid file approach with or without variable
scales a favourite data structure with cartographers.
The main drawback of this technique is that the rectangles
can not be of arbitrary sizes as they are defined by ranges of
subscript values. Another drawback is the need to store
directory entries for every grid cell, whether it contains any
data or not.

The Proposed Approach
Oyervjew
Large areas of channel bottom tend to be flat or almost flat.
Ideally, we should be able to represent an area of uniform
depth by a single record which gives location and boundary of
the area, and depth.
These areas may be of various shapes and sizes. Figure 1
shows some such areas in rectangular shapes. Since it is
difficult to define and manipulate an arbitrarily shaped area,
we should prefer areas of regular shape only.
We propose rectangular shapes as a basis for dividing
channel bottom into areas of uniform depths. A rectangle is
completely defined by its opposite corner co-ordinates. Thus,
one rectangular region (called 'range rectangle' hereafter) in
the channel is stored as co-ordinates of 2 opposite corners (4
values), and depth.
Further, we permit rectangles to be of different sizes. This will
enable us to achieve more compression of data. We can
group neighbouring points of uniform depth into a rectangle of
any size.
Let us also make an important conceptual modification in the
approach to dividing the geographical area of interest. With
both the quad tree and the grid file, we begin with a single
node or entry defining the entire area, and then proceed to
subdivide that space until we achieve sufficient resolution.
What would happen if we reverse the approach by starting out
with no areas, and permitting growth in the form of a rectangular grouping of points of common or similar values? This
should provide a significant amount of compression, considering the relative smoothness of the channel bottom.
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Bange Rectangles
Having decided upon using differently sized rectangles to
represent the channel bathymetry, the next logical step is to
investigate the means of its implementation. We need to
formulate efficient procedures for the following tasks:
i) Initial creation of rectangles: given survey data
such as in Figure 1, we need to represent them by
the minimum number of rectangles, each enclosing points of the same or nearly the same depth
(within a specified tolerance).
ii) Updating the rectangles data base: when new
dredging is performed in selected areas of the
channel, the depth in that area changes. These
areas are surveyed again, producing survey data
of the form in Figure 1. The newly-dredged areas
are of more uniform depths and possibly will be of
same depth as neighbouring earlier areas. We
have to update the rectangle data base to reflect
the new depth in certain areas. It is very likely that
the dredged area will now need rectangles of
different size and location to store the new data
more compactly and correctly. We need to formulate an efficient technique for updating the range
rectangles data base.
iii) Retrieve and display depth data.
Pata Base Creation
A number of decisions must be made regarding the creation
of the data base. We must determine how to accomplish the
growth of an individual rectangle as well as how and where to
stop its growth. Let us start with the problem of developing an
individual rectangle.
A rectangle starts in its smallest size, a single point. This point
defines a rectangle with the dimensions equal to the smallest
unit of resolution on the two axes. Growth of this rectangle
consists of a systematic examination and inclusion of all
neighbouring points which are of sufficiently similar depth to
be considered the same. The systematic comparison and
inclusion of neighbouring points may be achieved by examining values stored in the points in the row-wise and columnwise direction which are immediately adjacent to the starting
point. A point is defined as being adjacent to another when the
_two rectangles (defined by the smallest unit of resolution on
both axes) associated with the two points share an edge or
vertex. The initial data are stored as a two dimensional array.
Thus, for a point at (I,J), we examine depths in row I+ 1 or 1-1,
depending upon the direction of growth, and column J+1 or J-

1.
The inclusion of all row-adjacent or column-adjacent points
would introduce a new set of unexamined adjacent points.
Repeated examination and inclusion of these new adjacent
points would constitute the growth of a rectangle. The limit to
expansion would be reached in one of two ways: 1) when one
of all the points in an adjacent row or column was determined
to be unacceptable as being of similar value, and 2) the limit
of the area of interest is reached. At this time continued
expansion may be possible in the other of the two axial
directions.
After completing the development of a rectangle, the next
question is where to start the next rectangle. Figure 3(a)
shows completion of one rectangle in the bottom left corner of
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an area of interest. H we restrict the growth of rectangles in
positive directions, we see that we must start the growth of the
next rectangle either at the top (at point A) or to the right (at
point B) of the first rectangle.

rectangles, the matrix positions within that area were set to
one. Thus, when developing the rectangles, one matrix is examined for depth data and the other is examined for incidence
at the same location. H incidence is discovered, then the
appropriate restriction may be placed on the growth.

A

B

Figure 3a: Formation of one rectangle

I

I

I

I

I

I

-

-

Figure 4: Different ways two rectangles may overlap
We have now considered how to approach the development
of an individual rectangle, the three possible causes for the
restriction on the growth of a rectangle, and the means by
which we continue the development of rectangles until the
whole area of interest is covered. Developing a detailed
algorithm from this description is now straight-forward.

I

3

2

c
Figure 3b: Ensure rectangles do not overlap
We still need to ensure that the range rectangles do not
overlap. Figure 3(b) shows 3 rectangles already completed.
H the next rectangle is started at the right-bottom point (C) of
2, we must ensure that it does not grow into 3 vertically.
The operation of examining whether each new row and
column to be included in a rectangle is already included in an
earlier rectangle proved to be a problem. The initial solution
was to inspect each rectangle in the developed list for incidence every time the growth started a new row or column or
both. This proved to be too costly in terms of time as the
number of rectangles in the list grew. The problem was solved
with the help of a second matrix, identical in size and shape
to the depth matrix being processed. The matrix was initialized with all zeros, and as an area was added to the list of
Page 18

Tolerance and Ayeraqjnq
Let us consider the important matter of what depth value to
use as the representative depth for an area defined by a
rectangle. At first glance one might say that the depth value
associated with the first point selected would suffice. All other
points included in the area would then have to agree to within
some tolerance of that first depth. This might be a suitable
solution, but it is not the one chosen here. It was felt that the
average of all contributing depths would give more meaningful results, especially for computing volumes for dredging
work.
The tolerance, or magnitude of acceptable deviation of a
value from the a rectangle's current representative value also
requires attention. Examine the profile of a typical channel
bottom, as in Fig 2. Given that the side slopes of a channel
are usually slightly steeper than that which is supportable by
the muddy bottom, the majority of infringements upon the
designed channel will occur on the flat area between the
bottoms of the sides.
Consider also that the infringements which will be of most
concern will occur within a certain range of values above the
desired grade. Say, for example, that a waterway was
currently considered acceptable as having five metres of draft
throughout, and it was the ambition of the department to
obtain clearance to six metres. Or, in a six metre channel,
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there had been sufficient siltation to reduce navigability to
vessels of five metres of draft. In these cases, which make
up the majority of the work of the Marine Design and Construction Branch of Public Works Canada, interest would be
centred upon depths which fall between five and six metres.
Depths outside this window, being of less significance, are
given only a passing glance.

Hwe apply these observations to the problem of establishing
optimum tolerances when developing the rectangles, we can
see that it is possible to have a variable set of tolerances.
When the two values being compared for compatibility range
above or below the depth of prime concern, a higher tolerance
is permissible, and therefore, better compression may be
achieved. However, if either the current rectangle's depth or
that of the point under consideration falls inside that prime
range, then a lower tolerance must be used. Thus, tolerances
can be made a function of depth.
Uodatjng the Data Base
Ha channel survey indicates that there are areas of encroachment upon the desired depth, excavation of those areas will
be arranged. When dredging is completed, the affected
areas will be resurveyed. The result of this second survey
should show a relatively flat surface (due to fresh dredging)
at depth below the desired clearance. At this point the initial
survey along with the final survey of the newly-dredged area
represents the channel's bathymetric relief. Any potential
user will be required to use two charts (corresponding to the
old and new surveys) when reviewing the data for an area.
This situation would exist until the time when the entire area
is surveyed. This may be months or years. For convenience,
therefore, it is useful to consider merging the two survey
results. Merging the two surveys will involve meshing of
rectangles where the rectangles representing the most recent survey will take precedence. This may have an added
advantage. Remember that the areas being dredged are
represented in the pre-dredging data as a number of rectangles in the lower tolerance region. In the post-dredge data
the same general area should tend to be represented by a
smaller number of rectangles, as it will be composed of data
in a higher tolerance region. Thus, as a result of the
smoothing effect of the dredging activity, there will be a
certain amount of reduction in the total number of rectangles
in the list.

distinct ways (although some are quite similar) in which two
rectangles may overlap. These are demonstrated for the
reader in Figure 4. As can be seen, an individual overlap
situation may result in the creation of one to four new smaller
rectangles. The problem of identifying an overlap situation
was handled by comparing the relative position of the four
vertices of a rectangle from the pre-dredge rectangle list to
those of all areas in the new rectangle list.
A brief description of the algorithm for implementing the
update process is given below.
The first range rectangle from the old list is selected and the
new list is scanned for incidence with it. H an incident
rectangle is discovered, the old one is marked for deletion and
modifications are made to it so that the incidence no longer
occurs. The modified rectangles are placed in a temporary list
and the next entry in the old list is selected. This next
rectangle is inspected for incidence in the same manner as
the previous one, and the process is repeated until all entries
in the old list have been examined. All marked rectangles in
the old list are removed and the array is compressed. The
new rectangles in the temporary list are added to the old list
and the process of inspection and modification is repeated,
starting with the first new entry in the old list and ending when
all new entries have been examined. The process of examining, modifying, compressing and adding new entries to the
old list is repeated until there are no new entries to place into
the new list.
The Software
The initial model for the software was developed on the
university's PRIME computer in PUC, which was chosen for
its structural features. Initially the test data used was generated with the help of a trigonometric sine function. Upon
completion of satisfactory tests, some real data w&re required
for testing. It was discovered that there was no physical
medium common to the Public Works computers and the
University's computer system. The system used by Public
Works is an older model of the Hewlett Packard 200 series
micro computers, which is not IBM or MS/DOS compatible.
The software was then converted to HPL, a derivative of
BASIC, the language used on the Hewlett Packards.

Updating the developed list of rectangles involves meshing
that list with the rectangles developed to represent the newlydredged areas. Initially, all the areas in the new rectangles are
also covered by the rectangles in the original data. This
overlap must be eliminated by removing or modifying all
rectangles in the old list which are either partially or completely within areas represented by the new rectangles. We
must start by converting the data from the after-dredging
survey into a rectangle list. This list is then superimposed
upon that of the pre-dredge survey. All areas from the original
survey that appear in the new data are modified or eliminated
until no same area is represented by two rectangles. This
merged list represents the post-dredge bathymetric information for the channel.

Figure 5: Range rectangle for data In figure 1
The modification of overlapping rectangles mentioned
above, while not technically difficult, requires a significant
amount of code. This is due to the fact that there are fourteen
Ughthouse: Edition 38 Fall1988

To test the system design, data from a project currently in
progress were selected. The matrix representation of the pre-
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dredge data is given in Figure 1. It may be seen by inspection
that the bottom in the area of the channel varies from six to
seven metres. The desired clearance for this section of the
waterway is 6.1 metres. The data consist of 30,000 depth
measurements. Since each point needs 12 bytes of storage,
the total storage required in the older system is 360,000 bytes.
Figure 5 illustrates the range rectangle representation of the
same section of waterway. There were 1,247 rectangles
required to represent the area. Given that four bytes are
required to store each co-ordinate on an axis, and allowing
eight bytes for the depth and any related information, each
range rectangle requires 16 bytes of storage. Thus the total
storage requirement is 19,952 bytes. We have achieved a
compression in excess of 90 percent. This compression has
a hidden bonus associated with it. It now becomes possible
to work with the data in an interactive fashion. The time
required to process the information for graphic screen presentation is short enough that the process of examining the
data for encroachments may be accomplished in a matter of
minutes on a colour monitor. This activity had been previously
achieved by the laborious process of plotting the data on
paper and manually colouring areas of different depth.
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Figure 6 shows the post-dredge survey data for a section of
the same area. This data were first converted into range
rectangles and then used to update the initial range rectangle
(Figure 5) data base. Figure 7 shows the updated rectangles.

Figure 7: Updated range rectangles
Both the creation and the update programs required thirty
minutes of execution time for the 30,000 point matrix on the
Hewlett Packard 9836 machines.
Conclusions
It is possible to reduce the storage requirements and enhance
the effective use of large quantities of data. A variation of the
grid file technique based upon anticipated characteristics of
the data was selected. An algorithm for converting the
existing format of data into the new format was designed and
implemented as well as an algorithm for updating the new
format.
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Figure 6: Post-dredge survey data
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The results of tests performed on real data showed that the
new approach did achieve a substantial compression of
storage requirements. The results were demonstrated to the
engineers using the data and their immediate observation
was that this would be a very useful tool during the planning
stage of a dredging project. The storage and retrieval
technique introduced and developed in this paper proved to
be a worthwhile alternative to the one presently in use.
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Self-Tracking Range/Bearing Positioning
Systems - An Evaluation
by
G. Fenn, P. Millette,
B. Tinney and D. St. Jacques

TEST AREA - HAMILTON HARBOOR
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Figure 1: Hamilton Harbour test area
Introduction
The Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS), Central and
Arctic Region recently conducted an evaluation of 3 selftracking range/bearing systems: the Krupp-Atlas Polarfix, the
Navitronic Navitrack 1000, and the Geodimeter IMS Autotracker. Each of these systems positions a survey launch
by emitting a 1laser beam from a shore station towards a set of
reflecting prisms on the launch. The elapsed time between
the initiation of the beam and the receipt of the reflected signal
is used to compute the distance to the launch. The bearing is
computed, at the shore station, clockwise from the reference
object (RO) to the laser orientation. Once the system obtains
a valid reflection from the launch, the laser continues to track
the launch as it moves. Although each system is limited to line
of sight, they will all continue to track if the signal is lost for brief
periods of time. In addition, the Polarfix and Navitrack have
the capability to search for the prisms and resume tracking
once they are found.
The tests were conducted at the Canada Centre for Inland
Waters (CCIW) at Burlington, Ontario, Canada during the last
two weeks of October and the first week of November, 1987.
Since it was not possible to log data from all three systems
Ughthouse: Edition 38 Fall1988

simultaneously, the Navitrack and Autotracker were evaluated independently against the Polarfix. The Navitrackl Po. larfix tests were conducted on October 28th and 29th and the
Autotracker/Polarfix tests on November 4th and 5th. The
weather during the tests was considered acceptable for
normal survey operations.
This paper describes the results of these tests and has been
used as the justification for the acquisition of one of the three
systems.

Survey Area
The tests were conducted in and around Hamilton Harbour
(figure 1). The positioning systems were set up at two
horizontal control stations (CENT and NAVI) located on the
west dock face at CCIW for most of the tests . The remaining
tests used horizontal control located on the roof of CCIW at
stations POLA and GEOD. The RO for the dynamic tests was
located at station La SALLE. Stations HIGH LEVEL, CHS2,
and La SALLE were used for the static distance measurements. The following table lists the control used during the
evaluation:
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Station
CENT
NAVI
POLA
GEOD
HIGH LEVEL
CHS2
La SALLE

Northing
4794267.89
4794271 .69
4794450.34
4794454.89
4792117.43
4792111.99
4794592.53

Instrument
Eastlna
Elevation
597193.24
4.2
597190.66
4.2
597261.05 35.7
597257.90 35.7
590039.40 32.4
592367.16
4.5
593716.48
4.6

Method
Introduction
The tests were designed to evaluate the systems in both the
static and dynamic modes. The static tests consisted of
distance measurements to known control points throughout
the study area. These points were located at distances of
approximately 3500m, 5500m, and 7000m from the positioning systems.

course were completed.
2. The second test consisted of running a line among the
sailboats moored at the La Salle Park Marina and back and
forth in front of the RO. The objective of this test was to
determine if the systems would lock onto the sailboat masts
and/or the RO.
3. The third test involved running lines along the CCIW ship
berth to see if the systems would experience interference
from larger ships and the breakwall. Numerous trailers and
lamp posts on the wharf edge also served as potential signal
reflectors.

Photo 2: CSL Penguin

Photo 1: Polarflx and the Autotracker
at stations CENT and NAVI respectively
The dynamic tests included the tracking of the sweep vessel,
CSL Penguin, along predetermined routes in Hamilton Harbour and the positioning of prisms that were carried by hand
along walking courses on land. The Polarfix was used for
navigation in the launch trials and the prisms were located on
the cabin approximately 3m above the water. While underway, the coxswain was instructed to steer all lines in a constant manner. The CSL Penguin is shown in Photo 2.
The following sets of prisms were used during the trials:
1) 12 Krupp-Atlas prisms in two horizontal rows
2) 27 Geodimeter prisms set in three horizontal rows
3) 3 and 10 Wild Leitz prisms
During the launch tests, the Polarfix and the Navitrack used
the Krupp-Atlas prisms while the Autotracker used its own
prisms. For the static tests, all systems used the Wild Leitz
prisms.
Specific Tests:
1. Circular courses approximately 50m in diameter were laid
out at two locations approximately 500m and 3500m from the
shore stations. This course was designed to test how well the
systems performed on curved survey lines and on turns in the
ends of regular survey lines. The course was marked by three
buoys which the coxswain used as a guide. 5 circuits of each
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4. For the fourth test, a series of five parallel straight lines
approximately 1OOOm in length were run at two distances
from the shore stations. The first series were run at 500m and
the second series at 3500m for the Polarfix/Autotracker test
and at 2500m for the Polarfix/Navitrack test (figure 1). In all
cases, Polarfix was used to navigate the launch.
5. Since the sun is the strongest infrared source in the area,
a test was conducted to see if the laser receiver would lock
onto the shimmer of the sun on the water. To avoid damage
to the equipment, there was no attempt to deliberately point
the laser receiver directly at the sun. This test was run at 9:30
am when the sun was low on the horizon.
6. For the sixth test, a set of three prisms was carried in front
of the wall of a building to see whether the systems would lock
on to reflections from the wall or the windows. The prisms
were carried parallel to the wall for a distance of approximately 30m and then back to the starting point. The prisms
were 2.5m off the ground.
7. The seventh test was primarily a test of absolute accuracy.
At station HIGH LEVEL, ten reflector prisms were set up over
the horizontal control station at an approximate distance of
7000m from the positioning systems and data were logged for
a period of one minute. The number of prisms was then
progressively reduced, one at a time over one minute intervals, and observations collected for each new set of prisms.
The total set of prisms was then set up again and moved
toward the laser systems by a distance of 1 m. As a check
on system stability and range, the ten prisms were then
carried by hand 30m away from the control point along a fence
line. Data were collected for 20 seconds at the end of the line,
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then the prisms were returned to HIGH LEVEL along the
same path and data recorded over the survey point for
another minute. These tests were repeated at 2 other control
points, CHS 2 and La SALLE, located at distances of approximately 5500m and 3500m respectively from the positioning
systems. At these sites, only 3 prisms were used for both the
static and walking tests and the edge of the wharf was used
for the walking course.

systems are unbiased (as they have just been tested for this
in static measurements), the systems' variance under kinematic conditions must be determined. The first assumption is
that the launch followed a straight line (or arc) for at least short
intervals. This is a good assumption given that the tests were
held under fair conditions with an experienced helmsman at
the wheel. Random deviations from a fitted path are an
indication of a systems' variability. To detect these deviations, polynomials are fitted to portions of the lines for each
system and the standard error of the residuals is computed.
An analysis of the residuals (i.e. the differences between the
observed positions and the "fitted" positions) clearly identifies
large deviations such as range spikes and inherent jitter in the
systems.
For the static tests, the distances from the measured point
were calculated and a frequency distribution generated. The
mean error and standard deviation for each test were used to
compare the systems.
A polynomial was fitted to smaller data sets for the dynamic
tests. The straight lines were fitted with a first order polynomial and the arcs with a fourth ord"er polynomial (each system
fitted to its own data). The standard error of the residuals for
each of the tests was used as the comparison criterion.

Photo 3: Polarfix and Navitrack at stations POLA and
GEOD respectively

The mean error and standard deviation of all the tests for each
system were also computed.

Results
8.
To test the effect of waves on a rocking boat, a set of
three prisms was rocked back and forth in a two metre arc
covering a 90 degree sector.
9.
In order to test the vertical tracking ability of the
systems, the systems were set up over control points on the
roof of CCIW and tracked the launch as it steamed toward
CCIW, then along the breakwall, and continuing northwestward. The vertical angle ranged from 1.3 degrees at the start
of this track to a maximum of 13 degrees when the launch was
closest to the positioning system. The track led the launch
behind three heating plant chimneys and provided another
opportunity to assess the ability of the systems to track
through obstructions.

Statistical Analysis
The problem in making a good and valid analysis of positioning data is that it is difficu~ to have a standard to compare the
systems against. This is particularly true for kinematic (i.e.
moving) systems. Since hydrography in general demands a
high level of positioning accuracy, it is difficult to set up a more
accurate standard for comparison. The solution is to characterize the errors as systematic bias or random noise. In
general, it is possible to establish the bias level through a
series of static tests in an environment similar to that of its
intended use; a baseline measurement over water, for example. ~is then possible to establish the bias since very precise static range or angle measurements can be conducted
with standard land survey equipment.
Determining the variance under kinematic conditions is different because the equipment being tested is the most precise
available and therefore cannot be easily compared to other
positioning systems. Starting with the assumption that the
Lighthouse: Edition 38 Fa111988

General
The results of the tests are presented as plots of the data that
were collected during each test, as statistical analyses of the
data for portions of each test and as direct field observations.
Each plot contains the following header information:
1) start-stop times of the data;
2) the scale;
3) the total number of data points within the selected
time frame;
4) the number of data points plotted;
5) the number of data points ignored.
This refers to data points the processing software rejected because:
a) The ranges were below the minimum values for
each system (Polarfix < 50m, Navitrack and Autotracker <20m).
b) There were not enough laser returns from the
prism ring for the Polarfix. (The teleface outputs
a value from 0 (min) to 9 (max). Krupp-Atlas
representatives said not to use data with values
less than 9.)
c) The Polarfix system had a dynamic tracking
filter which produced readings whenever requested even though the laser may not be
taking a reading at that very moment. (This filter
can produce readings up to 10 seconds old,
perhaps due to a transmit pause or loss of lock.
The age is output with the data, and KruppAtlas representatives said not to use any data
older than 0.6 seconds.) and
6) the number of data points that plotted out of the
northing-easting limits at plot scale. On figure 6, the
Autotracker heads off the paper several times.
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Autotracker/Polarfjx Eyaluatjon
Figures 2 to 5 are plots of the positions obtained during the
circle tests (test 1) of the Autotracker!Polarfix at 500m and
3500m respectively. Visual inspection of these figures indicates that both systems are comparable in performance with
one noteworthy exception. The Autotracker gives a large
number of erroneous readings at the 3500m range (figure 4).
The standard error of the residuals is given in Table 1a.
During the attempts to have the positioning systems lock on
to other reflecting surfaces (tests 2, 3, 5 and 6), the Autotracker did not lock on to the reflecting objects whereas the
Polarfix locked on to the RO in test 2 and to the wall/windows
in test 6. However, the Autotracker was manually set to wide
beam during test 6. Although the wide beam setting improves
the tracking ability of the Autotracker, it seriously reduces the
range of the system and requires operator intervention, both
of which are unacceptable to survey operations. The offset in
the location of the two plots in figure 15 is a result of the shore
stations being intentionally offset to avoid a line of sight
obstruction.
Figures 6 to 8 are plots of the lines and the corners between
lines at 500m and 3500m from the systems (test 4). These
plots show that the Polarfix performed better than the Autotracker on the straight line tests. However, the Autotrackerdid
seem to track better on the corners than the Polarfix (note the
saw tooth track in figure 6). Once again, the standard error of
the residuals given in Table 1a. indicate that the Polarfix
provided a better fit than the Autotracker data.
Two tests of system accuracy were conducted at distances of
3500m and 7000m (test 7). At 7000m, the number of prisms
used was progressively reduced from 10 to 8 to 6. Examination of figures 11 (3500m) and figures 12 to 14 (7000m) and
of the standard deviations of the data sets (Table 1b) clearly
shows that the Polarfix exhibits less scatter and is more accurate. In addition, when the prisms were reduced to 6, the
Autotracker lost lock and required operator intervention in
order to continue the test. At La SALLE and HIGH LEVEL,
sets of 3 and 10 prisms, respectively, were carried by hand
and the resulting plots are shown in figures 9 and 10. From
these plots, it appears that the Autotracker again provided
more erroneous data and this observation is supported by the
statistical analysis of the data in Table 1b.
The rocking boat simulations (test 8) were conducted at a
distance of approximately 150m. The Autotracker was unable
to maintain lock during this test. The Polarfix lost lock once,
but only momentarily.
During Test 9, the Polarfix tracked the launch through the
change in vertical angle and through the obstructions; but the
Autotracker lost lock when the launch passed behind the
chimneys and stopped tracking after approximately 8 seconds. On the second pass, the operator reset the Autotracker
to wide beam in order to maintain lock. But operating the
system on wide beam reduces the range of the system and is
undesirable under normal survey operations.
In addition, the Autotracker gives no indication of "quality" or
"confidence" in its data. For example in figure 12, 580 of the
valid data points are plotted in one spot! The system continues to output its last valid range and bearing without any
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indication that it had in fact lost lock of the target.
Navjtrack/Polarfjx Eyaluatjon
Figures 16 to 19 contain plots of the results of the circle tests
(test 1) of the Navitrack!Polarfix comparison. Although both
systems performed well during these tests, the Navitrack
traces are smoother, possess fewer gaps in the data and portray the launch's course more realistically (see horizontal
shifts in position of Polarfix track on figure 19). The standard
error of the residuals for segments of these lines is also lower
for the Navitrack system.
Both the Polarfix and Navitrack performed well in tests 2, 3, 5
and 6 although the Polarfix had more gaps in the data on test
6 (figure 30).
The results for test 4 were similar to test 1 (figures 20 to 23).
Figures 21 and 23 offer another illustration of the poorer
performance of Polarfix on turns. Again, standard error estimates are lower for the Navitrack system in this test (Table
2a).
During the walk tests (test 7), the Navitrack appears to exhibit
less scatter in the data at the 5000m distance (figure 24)
although it does have more missing data. This figure again
illustrates the horizontal shifts in position that have appeared
in other Polarfix tests. At 7000m (figure 25), the performance
of the two systems is similar.
For the static section of test 7 (figures 26 to 30), the Navitrack
generally outperforms the Polarfix. With the exception of the
5000m test, it is more accurate and has a lower standard
deviation (Table 2b). A close examination of these figures
reveals a banded appearance to the data which we have
interpreted as the angular resolution of the systems. The
width of these bands at 7000m is 25cm for the Polarfix and
1Ocm for the Navitrack.
The rocking boat simulations (test 8) resulted in good performance from both systems with the Polarfix losing lock only
once.
The Polarfix and Navitrack performed well in the vertical angle
tests (test 9). Both systems were able to track the launch and
had no difficulty with the obstructions on this test.

Summary
The evaluations described in this paper were carried out in
two stages. In the first stage the Krupp-Atlas Polarfix and the
Geodimeter Autotracker were simultaneously put through a
series of nine tests. Similarly, the Krupp-Atlas Polarfix and the
Navitronic Navitrack were compared. The results of these
tests were plotted and analysed statistically.
The analysis of the test results indicates that the Autotracker
does not meet CHS requirements because of its range
limitations, its poor performance in tracking the launch as it
passes behind obstructions and the requirement for operator
intervention. In addition, the Autotracker is not equipped with
search algorithms in the event of signal loss.
The Polarfix and Navitrack do meet the requirements of CHS.
Both systems have methods of searching for the prisms if the
signal is lost which worked successfully during the tests.
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Table1a: Dynamic Tests- Mean of Standard Error of
Residuals
Autotracker/Polarflx
Test
Autotracker
Polarflx
Line 1 @500
0.819
1.567
Line 1 @500
3.162
88.698
Line2 @500
3.701
3.044
Line3 @500
2.625
3.518
Line 4@500
1.707
15.166
Corner@500
3.637
2.132
Circle @500
3.867
3.254
Line 1 @3500
1.379
1.413
Line 2 @3500
0.786
1.428
Line 4@3500
1.567
1.707
Circle @3500
8.835
9.677
Corner @3500
4.721
4.944
Walk out @3500
6.605
2.936
Walk back @3500
7.760
2.669
Walk out @7000
12.178
1.302
Walk back @7000
16.240
1.217

Table 2a: Dynamic Tests - Mean of Standard Error of
Residuals
Nayltrack!Polarflx
Navltrack
Polarflx
Test
1.567
Line 1 @500
0.819
Line 2 @500
0.904
0.655
Line 3 @500
1.014
0.744
Line 4 @500
0.985
0.598
Line 5 @500
1.602
0.970
1.163
Circle @500
0.475
Line 1 @2500
1.241
0.629
Line2 @2500
0.649
0.602
Corner 1 @500
1.227
3.649
Corner 2 @500
4.888
0.773
4.559
1.075
Corner @2500
5.269
2.862
Circle @3500
Walk out @5000
2.410
5.057
Walk back @5000
2.792
2.740
Walk out @7000
1.602
0.779
1.449
Walk back @7000
0.787
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Table1b: Static Tests- Mean of errors (metres)
Autotracker/Polarf!x
Autotracker
Polarflx
Test
Mean Err Std Dev Mean Err Std Dev
Static @3500
1.549
0.222
1.001
0.169
Static 6 @7000
1. 707
0.633
1.336
0.319
Static 8 @7000
1.807
1.035
1.300
0.188
Static 10 @7000 0.977
0.677
1.282
0.220

Table 2b: Static Tests- Mean of errors (metres)
Nayltrack!Polarflx
Test
Navltrack
Polarflx
Mean Err Std Dev Mean Err Std Dev
Static @5000
0.933 0.189
0.507
0.090
Static 6 @7000
0.997 0.217
1.943
0.247
Static 8 @7000
0.971 0.174
1.952
0.254
1.898
0.260
Static 10 @7000
0.978 0.138

One Standard Deviation Error Bars

One Standard Deviation Error Bars
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During this evaluation, the Navitrack was more stable in
tracking the launch (particularly on turns), had better angular
resolution, and was more accurate in static distance measurements than the Polarfix.
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Nayltronlc Nayltrack 1000
1 polar positioning laser
1 polar positioning command unit
1 positioning transceiver: 1 12-volt power supply, 1 CPU
board, 1 radio modem, 1 UHF radio, 1 antenna, 1 battery
(with charger)
carrying case for transceiver
aluminum tripod
Hyflex 1000: 1 Z80 main CPU, 1 HP-IBIRS-232C system
1/0, 1 DC power module 24 v DC, 1 range/bearing display
unit, 1 radio modem, 1 UHF radio
omni directional antenna
antenna cable, 10 m

'

Appendix 1: Detailed System Descriptions
Geodimeter IMS Autotracker
1 Autotracker: 1 laser instrument unit, 1 joystick control, 1
telemetry link transmitter (5m coax cable, 1 quarter wave
antenna)
1 display/control unit.
1 Honda generator.
1 step-up transformer(11 0 to 220 volt).
1 instrument cable.
1 tribrach.
1 Wild tripod.
2 transport cases (instrument/control unit).
1 tool kit.
1 operators manual.
1 telemetry link receiver (Sm coax cable, 1 quarter wave
antenna).
prism assembly (3 holders, 27 prisms).

Photo 4: Geodimeter IMS Autotracker
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Photo 5: Navitronic Navitrack 1000
Krupp-At!as Polarfjx
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

laser sensing head
control unit: 1antenna, 1 battery, 1 external battery cable
connecting cable 2.5 m
transport cases (sensing head/control unit)
tribrach
Wild tripod
teleface unit: 1 antenna, 1 antenna/teleface cable 15 m,
1 power supply 24 volt, 1 power supply cable 2.5 m, 1
data transfer cable 5 m
prism ring assembly

Photo 6: Krupp-Atlas Polarfix
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Figure 27: Static 6 Prisms@ 7000 m
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Figure 29: Static 10 Prisms@ 7000 m
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The Canada-France Border Dispute
by

R. Karczuga
The G. E. Wade Essay Award was established by Central Branch of CHAIn 19871n memory d the late Gerry Wade who was a very active and respected member
of Central Branch, and who was the National President of CHAIn t9n. Alter some 37 years of service (26 with CHS) Gerry took "early" retirement In t9n to
established the Hydrographic Surveying Program at Humber College, himse~ teaching courses In the program. He was also Instrumental In helping establish the
similar program at Erindale College of the Unlvers~y of Toronto. Gerry was v«y Interested In encouraging his students and so welek tt fitting to establish an annual
award In his memory to encourage good wr~ing skills in students enrolled In hydrographic and cartographic courses. Winning entries are submitted to the edttor of
Lighthouse lor possible publication and will also receive cash prizes of $50.00 or $100.00 at the judges' disaetlon.
Entries must be received In Central Branch by 29 May each year and can be on any aapect of hydrography or cartography. Many colege and university course
assignments are ellgble. The prospect of a $50 or $100 cash prize will make such assignments rrorelnterestlng and worthwhile to students, and publication In our
journal wll encourage students to refer to such journals In their subsequent I'9SNI'Ch.
Five entries were received in this first year d the G.E. Wade Essay Award, and the judges awarded Honourable Mention to Ryk Karczugalor his Overview of Miaollx
IOOC and Mini-Ranger Positioning Systems, a report subrritted as part of a course in Hydrographic Survey Technology at Humber College of Applied Arts and
Technology. This report Is some 70 pages In length and as It was written from the point d view of the user tt makes an outstanding supplement to the manulacturers'ltterature. The judges also awarded the First Prize of $100.00 to Ryk Karczuga lor his essay on the recent fishing dispute between Canada and France. This
essay: The Canada-France Border Dispute • St. Pierre and Mlquelon was submitted by him as an assignment on Maritime Law and Is now published here wtth his
consent. We have made no effort to judge the opinions or conclusions expressed by the author of this pap«, and the opinions expressed are not necessarily the
opinions of the editor of Lighthouse or of the Canadian Hydrographic Association.

It may seem strange that Canada and France have an ongoing border dispute. The two countries are separated by the
huge expanse of the Atlantic Ocean. Yet, the dispute has
become very heated over the years, with complex economic
and political issues to be resolved. Whether a solution which
is agreeable to all parties can be reached depends on the cooperation of all parties concerned. There are more than two
interested parties who may agree or disagree, depending on
the issue.
The dispute is centered around the small islands of St. Pierre
and Miquelon, located approximately 27 kilometres south and
west of the Burin Peninsula, Newfoundland. The French
claim sovereignty to this small chain of islands, and demand
all rights granted to a state under international law. This, of
course, includes the rights granted under the "United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea" which allow a coastal state
to claim a 12 nautical mile territorial sea and 200 nautical mile
exclusive economic zone (EEZ). The 200 nautical mile limit
is the issue of the dispute, since the EEZ gives the coastal
state all rights over marine exploitation, of which fishing is the
most important in this area.
Prior to 1977, the 12 nautical mile limit was generally recognized as the 'official' extent of a coastal state's jurisdiction
over the adjacent waters. However, nations realized that
great amounts of wealth could be exploited from the sea, and
one of the provisions of the "United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea" gives the coastal state rights over waters
extending 200 nautical miles from baselines used to establish
the territorial sea limit. These rights include control over
marine life and mineral resources, with provisions being
made to prevent over-exploitation such as over-fishing which
may cause extinction or poor quality stock. The provisions
also allow other states to exploit an EEZ, as long as permission is granted, regulations are adhered to and quotas are
met.
In 1977, Canada declared a 200m ile EEZ which honoured the
territorial limit of St. Pierre and Miquelon. In 1978, France
Ughthouse: Edition 38 Fall 1988

declared a 200 mile EEZ around the islands of St. Pierre and
Miquelon. Because of the proximity of St. Pierre and Miquelon to Canada, the two EEZs overlapped. The area of dispute
is the approximate size of Nova Scotia, and has abundant fish
stock. Most of the dispute is focussed on fishing rights.
Since the declaration of the EEZs by both Canada and
France, incidents have occurred which have kept tension
between the two countries quite high at the diplomatic level.
A third party may be needed to resolve the dispute, as was the
case in the Canada-U.S. Gulf of Maine dispute.
The disagreement has created friction between four parties:
the Government of Canada; the Government of France; the
fishermen of St. Pierre-Miquelon; and, the fishermen of
Newfoundland. It is the fishermen of the area who have
suffered the most, since their livelihood is dependent on the
fish they catch. Since 1977, both Canada and France have
harassed the other's fishing boats in the area each claims as
its own.
When the Canadian Government claimed its EEZ in 1977, a
quota on allowable fish catches was introduced: 6400 tons in
the disputed area. To a certain degree, this quota was
imposed when the French Government declared its right to a
200 mile EEZ around the islands of St. Pierre-Miquelon. The
two countries suspended all drilling operations in the disputed
zone until an agreement could be reached. The fishing quota
imposed by the Canadian Government was used to get the
French Government to seriously negotiate, so that an amicable solution could be attained.
During the years from 1977 to 1984, French trawlers fished in
the area, and obeyed the quota restrictions as outlined by the
Canadian Government. There were a few isolated incidents
which led to diplomatic notes being exchanged by the two
countries. For example, a French Naval tug stopped and
inspected two Canadian boats in 1981 and; in 1982, the
Canadian Government started inspecting and detaining
French trawlers by strictly enforcing inspection regulations.
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Some French trawlers were taken into custody, with large
bonds being paid before the ships were permitted to leave.
Both Canada and France used these harassment techniques
to induce the other into negotiating a resolution of the boundary dispute.
In 1984, the French trawlers started to blatantly over-fish the
area where quota restrictions were in force and, in some
cases, catches four times the allowable maximum were being
taken by the French fishing vessels. This not only disturbed
the Canadian Government and Canadian fishermen, but also
the fishermen of St. Pierre-Miquelon, for it was their waters,
as well, that were being over-fished. There was not much the
Canadian Government could do, except watch and monitor
the chronic over-fishing by the French trawlers.
The only recourse left for the Canadian Government was to
send the dispute to international court, as negotiations with
France were at a stalemate. Over-fishing was depleting local
catches and seriously threatening the economy of the area.
However, before France would permit arbitration by a third
party, they insisted that Canada increase the fish quota
between the years of 1988 and 1991.
In February of 1987, the Canadian Government agreed to this
proposal, on condition that the dispute be taken to third party
arbitration on the international level. This action was opposed
by the Atlantic Provinces, who claimed that the Federal
Government was 'selling them out'. The resultant furor
caused the Federal Government to back down on its promise
to allow larger quotas in return for third party arbitration. In
fact, Prime Minister Mulroney wrote an apologetic letter to one
of his own cabinet ministers, then Transport Minister John
Crosbie, a native Newfoundlander, who had criticized the
government's proposal. In the letter Prime Minister Mulroney
said, "Canadian interests, not relations with France, are the
paramount consideration".
In March of 1987, the Canadian Government closed all
Canadian ports to French trawlers. This was done for two
reasons: to appease the Atlantic Provinces; and to put
diplomatic pressure on the French and.thus force a resolution
to the dispute by means of international arbitration. Meanwhile, the fishermen of St. Pierre-Miquelon were demanding
larger quotas for themselves, and friction between the Canadian Government and St. Pierre-Miquelon also increased. In
June of 1987, then French President Mitterand, when visiting
Quebec, stated adamantly that no further negotiations between Canada and France would be possible until Canada
opened its ports to French trawlers.
By October of 1987, no progress in negotiations had been
made, and Canada cancelled all fishing rights to French
trawlers for the subsequent year. Tension is still high between
the two countries. A French fishing vessel, with officials from
the Government of France on board, is currently taunting the
Canadian Government by disobeying the restriction. The
crisis is reaching a point where diplomatic relations between
the two countries may become seriously strained, with repercussions being felt, not only in the fishing industry, but in other
economic unions between the two countries. For example,
Canada is currently shopping for nuclear submarines. France
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produces one of the submarines in which the Canadian
Government has shown interest. The territorial dispute, as it
exists now, may affect a large international deal such as this.
The dispute must be settled soon. Current tension and years
of stalemate must be resolved by an unbiased third party of
international esteem. What would a third party decide as
being a fair compromise for all parties concerned?
By the provisions of the Law of the Sea, every coastal state is
entitled to control waters within its EEZ. The provisions also
state that all exploitation of the seas should be of such a
nature as to preserve and replenish marine life, allowing
mankind to harvest the seas indefinitely. The provisions of the
Law of the Sea also give due regard to informal boundaries
that exist due to historical convention, and it is this provision
of the Law of the Sea that may ultimately decide the fate of the
dispute.
Canada, is following guidelines outlined by the Law of the
Sea, to reach an amicable solution to the dispute. The French
Government has made no effort to reciprocate the actions.
Although the dispute is very complex, and both countries can
gain or lose large portions of quality fishing grounds, one
solution is reasonable for all parties concerned. The disputed
area should be given to Canada so that Canada can claim the
area under the jurisdiction of its EEZ, but a provision should
be made to give the fishermen of St. Pierre-Miquelon the right
to fish the areas, as if it were their own EEZ. Any fish not
harvested by the fishermen of Canada and St. Pierre-Miquelon could then be harvested by France. A fish quota system
would have to be worked out, so that the economies of the
Atlantic Provinces and St. Pierre-Miquelon would not suffer.
Also, preservation of fish species should be a consideration
in the quota system.
The historical aspect of the area, in terms of the Law of the
Sea, will be an important factor if the dispute ever goes to
international court. The Canadian Government used this
aspect of the Law of the Sea during the International Court
hearings regarding the dispute surrounding the Gulf of Maine.
Many insiders consider that the final ruling was based on this
historical aspect, and that Canada did well in terms of the final
ruling.
Another solution may be to form a governing body, made up
of all parties concerned, to rule the area. Representatives
from Canada, France, the Atlantic Provinces, St. PierreMiquelon and some internationally appointed neutral party,
would then oversee the disputed area, ensuring that exploitation would not become rampant, and that all parties concerned would benefit as decreed by any agreements or
treaties.
Whether some solution will finally be reached is still to be
seen. International negotiations of this kind can last for
several years, and any agreements must be upheld by all
signing parties. The Law of the Sea is still in its infancy, and
it is cases like this that will eventually shape the future and
outcome of similar disputes. All nations must make a genuine
effort to negotiate fairly, so that all may share in the wealth of
the sea.
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News From Industry
Klein Associates
Klein Associates have recently introduced the new Klein
Digital Sonar System 590, an advanced new high-resolution
side scan sonar system with simultaneous dual frequency
scanning. It uses the Simultaneous Dual Frequency 100/500
kHz towfish and records the four sonar channels (both frequencies on both sides) on plasticized thermal paper with a
resolution of 8 dots per linear millimetre (203 dots per inch),
giving a density of 64 dots per sq. mm. The system uses the
Model 595 Transceiver Graphic Recorder which features
operator-friendly but fool-proof controls that won't let an
unwary operator impair the performance of the equipment.

disappeared in the Indian Ocean off Mauritius. The search
was carried out by Steadfast Oceaneering, a subsidiary of
Oceaneering International. The wreckage was found after
some 13 hours of searching with the dual frequency SSS in
depths of 14,600 feet in an area of rough sea bottom.

Surnav Corporation
Surnav tell us of three new GPS products from Trimble
Navigation. The 4000SL Surveyor is a lightweight backpackable GPS system offering pre-programming and internal
data logging. The 4000SLD Surveyor is a dual frequency
version of it featuring up to 5 satellites on each channel for
static work or 10 channels for kinematic surveying. The GPS
Pathfinder is a rugged navigation and position-logging system offering 3 to 5 metre accuracy and internal RAM data
recording up to 448K.

Navitronlc
Navitronic of Denmark tell us of their new portable hydrographic echo sounder Navisound-1 0 for use in depths up to
300m. The Navisound-1 0 is a low-cost lightweight unit for use
in even the smallest vessels and features digital output as well
as the analog record. It has standard output for connection to
a computer or a data logging system, and 200kHz or 50 kHz
transducers can be used.

Klein Model 595 Digital Sonar Recorder
The new Klein Model 595 Recorder can also simultaneously
operate a 3.5 kHz Sub-Bottom Profiler and output all five
channels to a magnetic tape recorder, though only four
channels can be displayed. The recorder interfaces with
existing Klein cables and towfish, making it easier to update
present systems. Klein reports that this new system has been
selected by the Royal Australian Navy for use in mine location
in its Craft-of-Opportunity Program after two weeks of field
trials with four similar systems.
Klein also announce the completion of a contract for 16 of their
MK 24 Underwater Ordnance Locators for the US Navy. This
was after tests where the MK 24 side scan sonar investigated
a field of dummy mines.
Klein's Full Ocean Depth Side Scan Sonar was used recently
to locate the wreckage of a South African jumbo jet 747 which
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Navisound-10
Krupp Atlas Elektronik
Krupp Atlas Elektronik report that two of their Polarfix laser
range-azimuth positioning systems have been ordered by the
US National Ocean Service of NOAA, Norfolk, Virginia for
high precision survey work in East Coast, Gulf of Mexico and
Great Lakes regions. The Polarfix system operates from a
single shore-based tracking and control unit with a set of
target prisms on a survey launch and can be operated
unattended using remote computer control. The systems
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ordered by NOS are to be used in conjunction with a series of
five survey launches, and are being interfaced with hydrographic data acquisition systems.
Krupp Atlas Elektronik have also perfected the Fansweep
Swath Sounding System. This uses beam-forming techniques to allow 100% coverage of the bottom from a single
transducer assembly. No longer do you need a boom system
of transducers to get full swath coverage of the bottom! The
Atlas Fansweep system is a multibeam echo sounder for use
in depths of 1OOm or more and employs a fan with a choice of
upto52beams.ltscansthebottom within asectorofupto 128
degrees, thus covering a swath width of 4 times water depth.
The transducer of this Fan sweep system can be mounted inhull or over-the-side from a vessel-of-opportunity and as well
as on on-board colour display the data can be integrated with
positioning systems and can be post processed.
Technical Survey Services Ltd
TSS announce that their 320 Heave Compensator has been
selected by Ross Laboratories Inc of Seattle, USA, for use in
their SWATH echo sounder system. Ross ordered the 320
after lab tests and sea trials of several types of heave
compensators. The SWATH system incorporates several
echo sounder transducers mounted on booms on either side
of a survey vessel, and the TSS 320 makes real-time corrections for heave, roll and pitch for each transducer. The result
is an accurately compensated band of soundings providing
clear bathymetric charts.

and 3D contours. It is interactive, allowing clean up of data by
recalculations or editing parameters, and other functions
include tidal corrections, overplot removal and an ASCII plot
file. Coastlines can be added either from a keyboard or from
a digitizing program, and the software also allows data
collected to be transferred to more powerful in-house computers for post-processing.
Qublt
Qubit's Mine Surveillance System (QMSM) is based on
portable systems available commercially so that it can be
easily installed on craft-of-opportunity. The QMSM includes
high resolution side scan sonar, the TRAC IVB integrated
navigation positioning system, and the QASAR sonar analysis and reduction system.[photo available]
The complete system provides real-time targeting and analysis to help the operator study his targets, pinpoint their
positions using the touch-sensitive screen, and make comparisons with other targets. All this with high-resolution logging and a range of digital sonar enhancement techniques.
The operator can later fast-scan the record to edit earlier
interpretations, and he can plot a complete overview or isolate
specific track lines or groups of targets. Recent trials have
shown position relocation and repeatability of better than 5
metres.
Qubit also report that their Qubit TRACIVB integrated navigation system has been used by Bathymetrics with their Bathyscan swath sounder to process the positions of soundings.
The Bathyscan swath sounder has been used on surveys of
platform sites, sand waves and rock outcrops on the west
coast of Scotland and also on a trench in Chesapeake Bay.
Results can be portrayed on a 2 metre matrix- an interesting
wreck, for instance - but generally a 5 m matrix is used.

TSS 320 Motion Compensator
The TSS 320 has also been purchased by the Port of London
Authority for surveys in the Thames Estuary. With the 320
they can continue survey work in rougher sea conditions and
this has been so successful that they have ordered a TSS 320
for another of their survey vessels.
The Royal New Zealand Navy has also ordered four of the
TSS 320 Heave Compensators (complete with the optional
pitch and roll sensors) for use in their survey vessels.
Andrews Hydrographlcs Ltd
Andrews Hydrographics have produced an editing and postprocessing package for hydrographic surveys. The software
is written machine-independent so it can be used on most
personal computers such as IBM, DEC and Amstrad as well
as offshore survey computer systems such as Hewlett Packard. The program can handle thousands of soundings and
navigation data and can produce fair sheets, dredge volumes
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Bathyscan Swath Sounder record
Wide swath sounding produces a much greater density than
regular sounding and thus eliminates missed shoals as well
as giving a means of quality control. And the surveyor can
typically record depths over a 200 metre strip of the seabed
in a single pass.
Slmrad Subsea
Simrad Subsea is introducing a new low-cost portable Hydroacoustic Positioning System. The rugged HPR 300P is designed for applications such as ROV or tow-fish and is
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compatible with existing HPR transponder channels. The
Simrad HPR 300 is based on the super-short baseline technology used in the HPR 309 system and only one onboard
portable transducer is needed for positioning. The transducer
is omnidirectional with automatic roll and pitch compensation
and is designed for over-the-side as well as in-hull mounting.
All functions are controlled by a joy-stick from a standard
colour monitor.

North American office in Rockville, Maryland. Formerly with
the US Defence Mapping Agency, Mr. Hammer has some 23
years experience in hydrography, oceanography and mapping.
Karl Kieninger has accepted an appointment as Manager for
Marine Systems of the US Division of Krupp Atlas Elektronik
at Clark, New Jersey. Formerly Chief of the Hydrographic
Survey Branch of NOS at Norfolk, Virginia, his responsibilities
now include marketing of Krupp Atlas hydrographic survey
systems throughout North America.
Dr. Vincent B. Robinson has recently been appointed as
Director of the Institute for Land Information Management
(ILIM). This is a new unit at at the Erindale Campus of the
University of Toronto, and Dr. Robinson will have overall
responsibility for all ILIM issues: scientific, technical, social,
economic and legal. Institute activities include research in
land information management as well as development, training programs and consultative services to clients.

Slmrad HPR 300
MARIN (Maritime Research Institute Netherlands)
Here's one for our mariners. Marin report that the Rotterdam
Municipal Harbour Board is introducing simulator training to
give ship-handling experience in a tricky part of a ship canal.
It simulates ship handling in a variety of wind conditions and
uses a ship's bridge simulator.
They mention that such simulated experience may well become increasingly important in training job skills. Sounds
great. But does this system also simulate the distressing
effects of a splitting headache, a touch of flu, sleepless nights,
long hours of 2-minute fog horn blasts, and a sudden blinding
rainstorm?
Appointments
Trevor Illingworth is now Sales Manager with Technical
Survey Services Ltd. of England. Qualified as a Master
Mariner, he has recently been Project Sales Manager with
Unitor Ships Service and has experience both as Marine
Surveyor and in Technical Sales. His responsibilities now
include worldwide sales of the TSS geophysical and hydrographic survey equipment product lines.
John Hammer has moved to Qubit, manufacturers of integrated navigation survey systems, in their recently-opened
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Dr. Gerard Lachapelle has accepted a professorship with the
Department of Surveying Engineering at the University of
Calgary. His responsibilities include hydrographic and offshore surveying and other aspects of geodesy, and he will
continue his research on positioning and navigation systems.
Dr. Lachapelle joins a strong team already active within the
department, and the hydrographic and offshore surveying
program is being re-designed and enhanced to ensure that it
meets FIG IHO criteria on Standards of Competency for
Hydrographic Surveyors.
General
The International Association of Geodesy has established a
Special Study Group on GPS Kinematic Positioning Methods
and Applications. The President of this SSG is CHA member
Dr. G. Lachapelle, and several other members of the group
are also CHA members.
The Canadian Association of Aerial Surveyors (CAAS) has
changed its name to Geomatics Industry Association of
Canada (GIAC). Since 1961 CAAS has represented firms
offering aerial photography and mapping, and with services
now covering the entire geomatics field the name change
became very appropriate. Member firms now employ computer graphics, satellite positioning and imaging systems as
well as offering land surveying, geodesy, hydrographic and
GIS services.
The Sherbrooke Institute of Cartography has changed its
name to the Canada Centre for Geomatics to better reflect its
activities. The CCG will establish and maintain the National
Topographic Data Base to facilitate map production and
revision, and this will also satisfy the requirements of the new
GIS used for land and environment management.
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Sustaining Members
Several firms in Canada have expressed interest in having
closer links with the CHA because of their close involvement
with hydrography and its technological developments, and
because the CHA is the only professional association of
hydrographic people in Canada. In 1987 the CHA defined a
new form of membership to allow such firms to become more
closely involved with the activities of CHA and to maintain
closer contact with users of their products. Through our
journal Lighthouse these Sustaining Members would also be
able to reach a world-wide audience of people involved with
hydrographic and cartographic work. This new class of
membership is the Sustaining Member.
The benefits of Sustaining Membership include:
- a special Sustaining Member certificate suitable for
framing,
- three copies of each issue of Lighthouse,
- copies of the local Branch news letters,
- invitation to participate in CHA seminars,
- an annual listing in Lighthouse,
- an annual 250-word description in Lighthouse and
- discounted advertising rates in Lighthouse.
The Annual Dues for Sustaining Membership in the CHA has
been set at $150.00 (Canadian).
The names and addresses of each sustaining member are
listed below. In each issue of Lighthouse we will bring you information on some of our sustaining members. This time we
have information on Bytown Marine Limited, lnstitut Maritime
du Quebec and SURNAV Corporation.
Aanderaa Instruments Ltd, 560 Alpha Street, Victoria, British Columbia, V8Z 1B2 (contact Gail Gabel)
Bytown Marine Limited, 140 Morrison Drive, P.O. Box
11397, Station H, Ottawa, Ontario K2H 7V1, Telephone:
(613) 820-6910, Fax: (613) 726-0266, Telex: 053-4117
(contact Patrick Brassard)
Bytowm Marine Limited is an Ottawa-based company and the
Canadian representatives for several international manufacturers of marine electronics, radio communications and water
resource monitoring products, including Magnavox, Navitronics, Sercel, Sutron, Cubic Communications and HyGain.
Satellite Navigators, Satellite Communications (INMARSAT)
Systems, Hydrographic Sweep Survey Systems and UHF
Radio Location Systems supplied by the company's Marine
Systems Division are in extensive use throughout Canada
with the Canadian Hydrographic Service, Canadian Navy,
Canadian Coast Guard and Public Works Canada
The Communications Division specializes in the supply of
commercial, industrial and military antenna systems and a full
range of HF, VHF and UHF Surveillance Receivers. As a
leading supplier to the Canadian Department of National
Defence the Communications Division has delivered HF
surveillance receivers to the Canadian Navy and HF Tactical
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Log Periodic antennas to the Canadian Army, including two
trailer mounted systems, the firstyof their kind to be deployed
in Canada.
The Environment Systems Division specializes in the provision of a wide range of water resource and environmental
monitoring systems, ranging from complete Direct Readout
Ground Stations and Data Management Software packages
used for the collection and processing of remote data received via the GOES satellite system, to Remote Terminal
Units, Water Level Monitoring Stations and Weather Imagery
Systems, all of which are in use by various Government
agencies throughout Canada.
Technical support services to each division are co-ordinated
from Ottawa where the company maintains a fully equipped
electronics workshop and a comprehensive inventory of
spare parts and components. In addition to providing installation, training and field engineering support services the
company has recently expanded their engineering capability
to include the design and manufacture of prototype electronic
equipment.
Corporation des Pllotes du Bas St. Laurent, 340
Dalhousie, CP 38 Stn. B, Quebec, P.O., G1K 7A1 (contact
Jean-Yves Roy)
GENEQ, 7078 Rue Jarry Est, Anjou,P.Q., H1J 1H5 (contact
Maurice Parise)
lnstltut Maritime du Quebec, 53 St-Germain Ouest, Rimouski, P.O., G5L 4B4, Telephone: (418) 724-2822, Fax:
(418) 724-0606, Telex: 051-8-6510 (contact Claude Jean)
A sustaining member of Section du Ouebec,l'lnstitut Maritime
du Quebec is now offering various courses at its Rimouski
location. These courses include coverage of navigation,
meteorology, seamanship and marine emergency duties and
are offered in both English and French.
L'lnstitut Maritime also offers full length winter courses covering the Standards of Competency set by the International
Hydrographic Organization, and these include subjects such
as nautical science, marine surveys, terrestial surveys and
environment science.
Quester Tangent Corporation, 9865 West Saanich Road,
Sidney, British Columbia, V8L 3S3 (contact John Watt)
SURNAV Corporation, 1000-38 Antares Drive, Nepean,
Ontario, K2E 7V2, Telephone: (613) 723-1830, Fax: (613)
723-0786 (contact Harold Talton)
SURNAV Corporation is an Ottawa based company supplying technologically advanced navigation/survey systems,
bathymetric systems and tidal and water quality sensors to
the Canadian survey marketplace. Present clients include
federal and provincial government agencies, oil and gas
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exploration, dredging, aerial application and aircraft manufacturing companies.
SURNAV represents various international manufacturers
including: Del Norte Technology Inc. (microwave and UHF
trisponder systems); Trimble Navigation Inc. (GPS geodetic
and navigation receivers); TAU Corporation (GPS data presentation software); Krupp Atlas Elektronik (laser positioning
and precision bathymetric systems); Comstar Inc. (navigation
data processors); and Ocean Data Equipment Corp. (tidal
and water quality sensors and bathymetric products).
In addition to new equipment sales, rentals and rent-topurchase agreements, SURNAV provides an extensive in-

ventory of GPS, microwave and UHF positioning and
bathymetric equipment for term rental. All equipment sold or
rented is technically supported throughout and after warranty
by a fully-equipped maintenance facility. Training and installation support is also provided.
SURNAV maintains close lines of communications to its
principals, ensuring that the changing needs of the Canadian
surveyor are embodied in the evolutionary process of technology development.
Terra Surveys Ltd, 1962 Mills Road, Sidney, British Columbia, VSL 3S1 (contact Rick Quinn)

LOST?
Surnav can help.
REPRESENTING

EQUIPMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•

GPS Receivers
Microwave Positioning
UHF Positioning
Laser Auto Tracking
Bathymetric Echo Sounders
Hydrographic Data Processors

•
•
•
•
•
•

Trimble Navigation
Del Norte Technology Inc.
Krupp Atlas Elektronik
Comstar
TAU Corporation
Ocean Data Equipment Corp.

SALES e RENTALS • SERVICE

SURNA'l
CORPORATION

1000 - 38 Antares Drive
Nepean, Ontario, Canada K2E 7V2
Tel. (613) 723-1830
FAX (613) 723-0786

Solution to Lighthouse Puzzle
From page 47
Draw a circle of exactly ten kilometres in circumference about the south pole. From any point on this circle proceed
exactly ten kilometres north and drop a buoy. From this buoy it is possible to sail ten kilometres south then ten
kilometres east and finally ten kilometres north (along the same track taken south) arriving back at the original buoy.
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MARINE TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
99-9865 WEST SAANICH ROAD
SIDNEY, B.C., CANADA V8L 3S1
TEL: (604) 656-6677
FAX: (604) 656-0800
TELEX: 049-7307

CHA/CHS News
ATLANTIC BRANCH
Atlantic Branch now has 75 paid-up members, and with mixed
feelings hopes soon to see several of their members regroup
to form a new Branch of the CHA in Newfoundland. Atlantic
Branch has produced three news letters this year, and another will be out before Christmas. These news letters really
help to keep the members in touch with each other, and with
their members scattered over the Atlantic Provinces the news
letter is much appreciated.
Congratulations to Cathy Schipilow who delivered a bouncing
baby boy (John David) on July 9. [Another prospective new
CHA member in a few years!] Our congratulations also to
Steve and Ann Forbes who are expecting sometime in March
of next year. John Cunningham still plans to get married in
November- unless, of course, he has to go into the field. On
a down note, Bruce Anderson left CHS at the end of September when his term expired. Best of luck, Bruce, in the future!
Our new Regional Director of Hydrography is Paul Bellemare.
One of his first acts was to join the Atlantic Branch of CHA.
Welcome to our Region, Paul, and welcome to the Branch!
Bowlarama: Atlantic Branch sponsored CHA Bowlarama Ill in
late April. This bowling party was a great success with some
thirty odd people -some odder than others- and a good time
was had by all. Special mention was made of the preliminary
warm-up in a local pub.

SECTION DU QUEBEC
Le conseil d'administration de Ia Section du Quebec a accueilli un nouvel administrateur, MarcJournault qui remplace
Denis Hains president regional sortant demissionnaire.
Plusieurs reunions du conseil d'administration ont eu lieu
depuis le printemps dernier, les points suivants furent souleves: production de materiel promotionnel (video, kiosque),
planification d'activites, elaboration d'un plan de financement, organisation du concours pour le choix d'un logo
national et preparation de projets subventionnes.
Les soirees-conferences organisees par Ia Section du
Quebec ont suscite beaucoup i'interet. Le 13 avril
Rimouski, Jean Regniers professeur l'lnstitut maritime du
Quebec a traite du systeme de navigation par inertia. En juin
dernier Quebec, sous le theme les nouvelles methodes
hydrographiques, Patrick Hally du S.H.C. a entretenu l'auditoire de sondage au laser et de balayage acoustique. Et
toujours Quebec en septembre, Yvan Bedard professeur
I'Universite Laval a donne une conference sur Ia gestion
d'informations spatiales numeriques.

a

a

a

a

a

Deux autre activites ont eu lieu recemment, une conference
sur les risques catastrophiques donnee par monsieur Mohamed EI-Sabh et dans le cadre de Ia Semaine des sciences
Normand Doucet a traite du system a de navigation LORAN-

C.
CSS ACADIA: Many Branch members also took part in the
75th Anniversary celabrations for CSS Acadia at the Maritime
Museum of the Atlantic this past summer. Festivities began
with a birthday party on May 8, then continued on July 8 which
was the anniversary of her arrival in Canada.
Summer Beach Party: Atlantic Branch also sponsored a mid
summer Beach Party on a secluded beach on MacNabs
Island. Hot dogs and buns were supplied but members and
friends supplied their own liquid refreshments. Soft drinks
only, you understand. The evening was almost rained out, but
the survivors had a ball!
Seminars: The fall and winter seminar series is now under
way, and it is hoped that these functions will continue once a
month and will mostly be evening events with invited speakers. Holding these seminars in the evening allows more
members from private industry to take part and also allows
more leisurely discussions with the speakers, and some
social time later for members to get better acquainted.
The Atlantic Branch annual general meeting is scheduled for
December, and the new Branch Executive will no doubt
continue the good work done by the 1988 Executive. Atlantic
Branch now has some 33 members from private industry and
these members are taking an increasingly important role in
the activities of the CHA and the interesting program of
Branch events.
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La Section du Quebec parraine une fois de plus des programmes de creation d'emplois. Cet ate, le projet Difi 88 a
perm is l'embauche de deux etudiants: Jean Marc Belanger
et David Lepage. Le video realise, dans le cadre de ce projet,
constitue un document de promotion et de vulgarisation des
plus interessants. D'une dunfle de pres de dix minutes, on y
vehicule de !'information sur l'hydrographie et sur I'Association.
Un autre projet employant trois personnes; une agente de
communication, une agente d'administration et un graphiste
se poursuit jusqu'en decembre 1988. Un kiosque de promotion sur I'A.C.H est en voie de realisation. Les employes
travaillent egalement a !'elaboration d'un plan de financeIa mise en place d'une structure permettant
ment et
!'organisation d'un colloque.

a

La Section du Quebec soumettra prochainement deux autres
projets des organismes federaux. Ceux-ci seront axes
principalement sur I'organisation d'evenementd d'envergure
et sur !'analyse des possibilites des gestion de programmes
d'echange et de formation.

a

La Section du Quebec compte actuellement 88 membres
dent trois sent membres de soutien, le departement de
navigation de l'lnstitut maritime du Quebec, Ia Corporation
des pilotes du Bas Saint-Laurent et l'entreprise GENEQ.
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L'assemblee generate annuelle de Ia Section du Quebec est
prevue pour le 3 decembre prochain. En plus de Ia presentation officielle du video et du kiosque, le programme comportera une conference sur les naufrages.
Nous desirons mentionner que les documents de reference
suivants sont disponibles au bureau de Ia Section du Quebec:
le video des conferences du colloque "L'hydrographie dimension essentielle aux sciences de Ia mer" et lecompte rendu de
ces memes conferences.
OTTAWA BRANCH
There has been a change in the Branch executive. Kathy
Young resigned from the executive when she left the Department of Fisheries and Oceans to accept a position in the
private sector; we are grateful for her participation in Branch
activities over the past few years. Clay FuHord volunteered to
fill the vacancy and is now the Chairman of the Tour Committee.

Ottawa Branch has added a number of new members to our
ranks: Dave Monahan, Colin Bromfield, Paul Holroyd, Keith
McCooeye and Ralph Renaud (all from the CHS); Jim
Bradford from DND; and Don Mitchell who works for the
Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS) in Ottawa. This
brings the number of members to 66.
Thanks to the efforts of Marilyn VanDusen, the Branch has
held a number of seminars since April. Thirty-five people
attended a luncheon seminar in May, where Hank Jones, of
the Marine Environmental Data Service, presented a paper
entitled "DATA RICH -INFORMATION POOR". In June Tom
Irvine (Transport Canada) presented a video of the passage
of a ship through the Arctic to resupply Eureka. Also in June,
Dr. Ron Wilson (MEDS) presented a seminar on the Ocean
Ranger Disaster. Dr. Wilson was a member of the Ocean
Ranger inquiry.
Clay FuHord organized a highly successful visit to a Canadian
Hydrographic Service field survey party in Cornwall and a tour
of the St. Lawrence Seaway vessel control centre in Massena, New York. Ken Hipkin, the hydrographer in charge of
the St. Lawrence River survey, prepared an excellent demonstration of the equipment and procedures in use in the field.
Ottawa Branch will be participating in the Canadian Institute
of Surveying and Mapping's (CISM) campaign for public
awareness at Algonquin College on Nov. 17, 1988. Our CHA
booth will feature an impressive banner lent to us by Quebec
Branch.
The Branch Christmas Luncheon will be held December 15,
at Alexander's on the Island Restaurant. All members and
friends are welcaome to attend.
Congatulations to Paul and Shelly Holroyd who were married
in March, and to Colin and Patsy Bromfield who were married
in May.
The Branch was saddened by the death of Murray Watkins in
April, 1988. Murray had been a member of the Cartographic
Development Division of the CHS since he joined the CHS in
1969. With his mathematical and programming skills Murray
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made significant contributions to the fields of hydrography
and cartography.
A number of our members have been on the road. Neil
Anderson, Mike Casey, Ross Douglas, Tim Evangelatos and
P.K. Mukherjee attended the US Hydrographic Conference in
Baltimore, April 1988. Neil and P.K. were members of the
panel of experts at the Electronic Chart Workshop held right
after the conference; Dick MacDougall also participated in
this workshop.
Ross Douglas spent two weeks in Australia, where he attended the Five Nations Conference on Defence Mapping
and Charting. Bob Hinchley of McEihanney Ltd. spent the
summer surveying in Madagascar. Dave Gray attended the
March 1988 Royal Institute of Navigation Conference, 'Radionav 2000 - A European Dimension', which was held in
London, England.
Dave also visited the Hydrographic
Department in Taunton. In June Dave was in Copenhagen,
Denmark to represent Canada in discussions regarding the
Canada- Greenland boundary.
Dick MacDougall attended the American Congress of Surveying and Mapping I American Society of Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing Conference in St. Louis, Missouri in
March. Dave Monahan attended the meetings of the GEBCO
(General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans) Guiding Committee, in Wormley, U.K. Harold Talton, Surnav Corporation,
was part of a strong contingent from Canada at the Brighton
(U.K.) Oceanology Show. Harold also attended the Hamburg
Ship and Machinery Show in September. GPS was a very
important element of the show - there was a whole day
devoted to papers on GPS and many European companies
were there to exhibit their GPS hardware.
Ross Douglas attended the Canadian Institute of Surveying
and Mapping (CISM) Annual Meeting in Winnipeg in May,
1988. Mike Casey took off his skates off this summer just long
enough to complete the 330 km Rideau Lakes Cycling Tour.
Mike Casey also attended the Institute of Navigation Conference the Seminar on Artificial Intelligence in Navigation
Systems, both held in Colorado Springs, September 1988.
Bill Gould has published a comprehensive "HOW-TO" book
on boardsailing entitled "Boardsailing: Do it Standing Up".
Brian Tait left the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in May
to join the Ministry of State for Science and Technology as the
Manager, Annual Framework Paper.
Two members of Ottawa Branch retired in the spring of 1988;
Ernie Robichaud, Chief of Sail Directions (CHS) retired after
35 years service with CHS and Gunther Mayerlen of the CHS
Geodesy and Tides Unit retired after more than twenty years
service.
Neil Anderson addressed the Commercial Opportunities in
Coastal and ocean Information Workshop, Dartmouth, September, 1988. John O'Shea participated in the celebrations
in Halifax marking the 75th anniversary of the entry of the CSS
ACADIA into the CHS fleet.
The prize for the Best Technical Article in Lighthouse in 1987
was won by Ottawa Branch member Don Vachon for his
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article "Electrostatic Plotting: POD (Print On Demand) and
Related Projects".
CENTRAL BRANCH
Central Branch now has 77 paid-up members: 43 with CHS in
Burlington and 34 with private industry etc. In order to help all
our members keep in touch we have continued with our
regular Branch news letter, using it as a vehicle to bring
minutes of meetings and other news items to members. This
news letter is also mailed to all International Members of CHA
to bring them up to date news of CHA activities between
editions of Lighthouse.
We take this opportunity to welcome our nomadic members
(most of our Branch) back from their summer excursions.
Now we can pick up our family and social life where it left off
back in April.
We have added three new members since our last Lighthouse
report: Scott Holladay, Senior Research Geophysicist with
Aerodat of Mississauga; Ken McMillan, President of McQuest
Marine Research & Development, Burlington; and Andrew
Leyzack, student in the hydrographic surveying program at
Humber College. Welcome aboard! We hope to see you at all
our Branch events and to introduce you to your fellow members. Your first beer is on us!
Summer barbecue: Our mid summer Branch Barbecue this
year was hosted by JoAnne and Bruce Richards and was a
very enjoyable occasion. About 25 or so (we forgotto count...)
members, spouses etc were there enjoying the sun and
shade in a fine country setting. JoAnne did a great job of coordinating the salads and desserts and we all ate far too
much. Our thanks to Dan McKenzie and the local Film Club for
sponsoring some of the refreshments. Thanks, Dan! And roll
on next summer!

his essay on the recent fishing dispute between France and
Canada. This essay was submitted by him as an assignment
on Marine Law in his Hydrographic Survey course at Humber
College, Rexdale, Ontario, and is now published in this edition
of Lighthouse. Ryk Karczuga was also awarded Honourable
Mention for his 70 page report: "Overview of Microfix 1OOC
and Mini-Ranger Positioning Systems". Being written from
the point of view of the user, this report would make an
excellent handbook for field personnel.
Entries are now being accepted for next year's award, so
when you are submitting assignments for your hydrographic
or cartographic courses think about sending us a copy. That
assignment may win you $50.00 or $1 00.00!
International Members: This form of membership in the CHA
is available to those who are not resident in Canada but would
like to keep in touch with hydrography by being members of
CHA. The annual membership dues for International Members remain at $30.00 (Canadian) for 1989.
Since our last report several International Members have
joined us: Luis Alphonso de Ia Rocha, dredge surveyor with
Antigua Masonry Products in Antigua; K.T. Cheang, Senior
Hydrographic Surveyor with Shell Petroleum in Brunei; Luis
Leal de Faria, head of Survey Division, Hydrographic Institute, Portugal; Adam J. Kerr, director of the International
Hydrographic Bureau, Monaco; and Charles David Meador,
with the US National Oceanographic Office, Miami.
Our by-laws specify that the International Membership be
administered as directed by the National President, and he
has arranged that this part of our organization will be handled
by Central Branch.

H20 Bonspiel: The 18th Annual H20 Bonspiel is coming! This
event is scheduled for Sunday 12 February 1988 at the
Grimsby Curling Club, and all members and friends are
welcome. This is a very popular annual event, but spaces are
limited to 64 so get your application in soon.

In addition to receiving Lighthouse, International Members
also receive the Central Branch Newsletter to keep them in
touch with CHA activities and concerns. This news letter gives
news of fellow members and some discussion of matters of
interest as well as minutes of Central Branch meetings and
news from other Branches. Input from all CHA members and
other Branches is very welcome so drop us a line.

This Bonspiel is sponsored by several generous firms and
individuals, so there are prizes for everyone and yet the price
has been kept very reasonable. Sponsors are warmly invited
to bring their own teams, and Norman Wade have recently
been "fielding" a very fine team. If you or your company would
like to help sponsor this event please write to Boyd Thorson
who is the co-ordinator this year.

CAPTAIN VANCOUVER BRANCH
The Captain Vancouver Branch of the CHA is now entering its
third year of operation. The membership has grown to fifty
and the energetic support of many has kept our branch
interesting and vital. The branch continues to meet its
objectives by holding regular technical meetings for our
members.

Seminars: Our Central Branch Seminar Series continues,
with guest speakers invited to speak to our group either at a
luncheon in a local restaurant or as part of an evening
business meeting.

This year will be especially busy as the branch puts its plans
in place to host the 1989 Hydrographic Conference. The
Vancouver Trade and Convention Centre will provide an
excellent international venue for the "Voyage of Discovery".
We hope all members will set sail for Vancouver in March
1989.

G.E. Wade Essay Award: This annual award was established
in 1987, and five entries were received for this first year's
award. The competition is open to students enrolled in hydrographic or cartographic courses, and is designed to encourage good writing skills in students.
This year's winner of a $1 00.00 First Prize is Ryk Karczuga for
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The Captain Vancouver Branch continues to work with the
Pacific Branch of the CHA and has also established a good
relationship with the U.S. Hydrographic Society (Seattle
Branch). We are looking forward to further co-operation with
these groups this season.
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At our last regular meeting we were presented with an
excellent overview of the complexity of surveying and monitoring the Fraser River System.
After a busy summer schedule, the branch's next regular
meeting will be held in November. Topics will include the
North Sea Project and Hydro '88. The branch also warmly
welcomes an international guest to share his views on these
topics and hydrography, in general.
PACIFIC BRANCH
The JOHN P. TULLY under Tony Mortimer successfully
surveyed a large portion of the Queen Charlotte Sound before
the ship was relinquished to Arctic Surveys.
Once again intrepid surveyors under the able leadership of
Barry Lusk ventured into the Beaufort Sea and the land of the
midnight sun. With few exceptions, this group of hearty
explorers sallies forth periodically with neither fear nor shame
nor trembling hand on pay day to show the flag and exert our
sovereignty in Canada's great outback.
George Eaton and his team on the Barge Pender successfully
surveyed the Queen Charlotte Strait area using the ISAH
collection system and CARIS software to produce final field
sheets. There was a total of 2004 shoal exams in this complex
area.
People events this summer made news. Congratulations to
Harvey Pfluger on his daughter Allison. Bruce lewis and Alex
Raymond on successfully completing all their CLS exams.
Graham Whincup and Gerry Kidson on passing Carto II.
Dennis Sinnott and Neil Sutherland on their promotions. Very
best wishes and congratulations to Carol Nowak and Ken
Halcro on their engagement.
The first annual Canadian Hydrographic Association H20
bonspiel was held on March 27, 1988 at Glen Meadows.
Twelve of the best teams ever to play at the Glen Meadows
Curling Club provided numerous spectators with a brand of
curling seldom witnessed in this part ofthe country. After six
continuous hours of gut-wrenching action, the Dick Herlinveaux team, which included John and Sharon larken and
Barbara Kerr, were declared champions. For comic relief a
curling team from Terra Surveys, consisting of Jim and Judy
Vosburgh, along with Rick Quinn left few of the spectators
disappointed with their performance towards a last place
finish. Following the curling action all48 participants enjoyed
a superb smorgasboard dinner. After the dinner, prizes were
distributed and the Vosburgh trio had the last laugh on
everybody by collecting the best prizes - including a power
sander and a pair of binoculars. A very big vote of thanks to
George Schlagintweit for putting together a curling event
which someday may rival the Canadian Brier.
Stan Huggett Retires: William Stanford Huggett retired from
the Canadian Hydrographic Service on May 30, 1988, ending
a career that spanned 35 years. Stan joined the Canadian
Hydrographic Service as a junior hydrographer on May 30,
1953. Prior to that, he had served as an officer cadet on
merchant ships from 1942 to 1946, and then with various
steamship companies as third mate, second mate and chief
officer. He received his Masters Foreign Going certificate in
August 1952.
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During his career Stan has made many noteworthy accomplishments. In 1958 he was placed in charge of CHS
involvement with the blowing up of Ripple Rock in Seymour
Narrows. In this capacity he advised on the best time for the
blast (on Easter Monday during a strong ebb tide), planned
current and wave surveys, and carried out the post explosion
hydrographic surveys. In 1960 he became involved in discussions with the naval architects regarding a replacement for
the PARRY. This new vessel is the CSS PARIZEAU, which
was commissioned in 1967. Stan Huggett was its first
hydrographer-in-charge and for several years used the vessel extensively for tide and current surveys in the Strait of
Georgia. The data collected during this period provided much
of the information needed for a numerical model developed by
Dr. Pat Crean. This model ultimately l.ed to the very successful Current Atlas of Juan de Fuca Strait and the Strait of
Georgia
Over the years Stan had a very enjoyable and productive
association with the PARIZEAU, carrying out hydrographic
and oceanographic surveys in the western Arctic and on the
British Columbia coast, in addition to cruises to Japan and the
equatorial Pacific.
From drift p()le and mast and boom measurements of currents
in narrow passes, to Ekman and CMDR in situ current meters
(recording with ball bearings and punch paper tape respectively), to the workhorse Aanderaa current meters, and finally
today's surface drifters and vector averaging current meters,
Stan has installed and recovered more than anyone else in
Canada. He has published 19 volumes of data reports on the
British Columbia Coast alone. More than a few oceanographers have benefitted from Stan.' s knowledge and experience
over the years.
Stan's most recent projects have been to determine the
current patterns in Hecate Strait, Dixon Entrance, and off the
west coast of Vancouver Island. During this time he was also
actively involved in the planning and designing of the CSS
WM. J. STEWART replacement, the CSS JOHN P. TULLY,
which was commissioned in 1985. It is unfortunate that Stan
never had the opportunity to conduct a survey with the CSS
JOHN P. TULLY before he retired.
Stan Huggett was honoured at a dinner and dance held at the
Glen Meadows Golf Club on June 1o. To help him adjust to
retirement, his friends presented him with a set of golf clubs
and a golf bag. There was time for only one 6r two rounds with
the new clubs before Stan and Phyllis left for a vacation in
England and the Mediterranean. Stan will be greatly missed
by all of us in the Canadian Hydrographic Service and by his
many friends and colleagues in the oceanographic community.
Jack Curtis Retires: Jack Curtis was given a fine sendoff
when 62 friends honoured him and his wife , Doris, at a lunch
at Glen Meadiws on August 19. Tony O'Connor presented a
certificate from the Government of Canada for 32 years
service in the Navy, Air Force and the Department. Joe Van
Eyk presented a heavy-duty mountain bike from Jack's many
friends at the Institute, and Dave Paton presented a bottle of
the finest Glenlivet on behalf of the PSAC. We hope Jack will
be careful with the combination.
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Coming Events

Fourth International Symposium
on Okhotsk Sea & Sea Ice
The Fourth International Symposium on Okhotsk Sea & Sea
Ice will be held 5-7 February 1989 at Hokkaido, Japan. The
scientific program is organized by the Okhotsk Sea & Cold
Ocean Research Association, based at the Sea Ice Research
Laboratory, Hokkaido University. For more information contact Dr. Masaaki Acta, Sea Ice Research Laboratory,
Hokkaido University, 094, Japan
Canadian Hydrographic ConferenCe Discovery 89
Captain Vancouver Branch of CHA will be hosting the 1989
Canadian Hydrographic Conference at the Pan Pacific Hotel
and the new Convention Centre in Vancouver, 6-10 March
1989. The theme of this conference is "Discovery 89", and a
fine program of technical papers, social events and manufacturers' exhibits has been prepared. A special workshop will be
devoted to the Electronic Chart, and survey ships from
several nations will be on show. For more information contact
Canadian Hydrographic Conference '89, 8911 - 152 Street,
Surrey, British Columbia, Canada, V3R 4E5
Marine Technology Society Intervention '89
Marine Technology Society announces Intervention '89
which will be held in San Diego, March 13-15 1989. This
gathering of underwater technology and technologists will
explore in depth the technical advances in this special field
and will feature state-of-the-art exhibits and a program of as
many as 50 timely papers. For more information contact
Marine Technology Society, PO Box 261149, San Diego,
California, USA, 92126

Canadian Institute of Surveying and Mapping
The annual conference of the Canadian Institute of Surveying
and Mapping will be held 6·9 June, 1989 at Halifax. There will
be a vigorous hydrographic session (6 papers), and our spies
tell us that the social program is just as magnificent as the one
at Winnipeg in '88! For more information contact CISM 1989,
Convention Chairman, PO Box 5378, Station F, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, K2C 3J1
FIG XIX Congress
The Federation lnternationale des Gee metres are holding the
FIG XIX Congress at Helsinki, Finland, 10-19 June 1990. The
conference theme will be "The Challenge of the Information
Society for Surveyors", and the FIG Commission IV (hydrography) is a particularly active part of the Congress.
Vancouver Conference
Simon Fraser University, will hostthe Vancouver Conference
in Vancouver April17-19, 1992. This conference on exploration and discovery will be part of the commemoration of
Captain Vancouver's arrival on the Pacific Coast in 1792, and
will present coverage of new research on all aspects of
exploration and discovery, particularly relating to the North
Pacific. Those interested in participating should send summaries of 100 to 200 words, along with a brief vitae to The
Director, Vancouver Conference, Department of History,
Simon Frazer University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada, VSA 1S6

Lighthouse Puzzle Part 2
From page 8
The space ship, of course, checked the north pole. The CSS Baffin was not there! This wrinkled a few brows until
the mate on the survey ship asked why everyone assumed it had to be the north pole. There was after all another
place on every planet where such an event could occur. The space ship proceeded to the second location and found
the CSS Baffin. Where were they?
See page 41 for solution.
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LIGHTHOUSE originally began as an internal newsletter of the Canadian Hydrographers' Association
(CHA) in the winter of 1969. It was conceived as a
means of stimulating discussion between the branches
of CHA. Over the years, LIGHTHOUSE has become Canada's national hydrographic journal. It still

remains faithful to the original goal of providing a mix
of technical, historical and social information of
interest to hydrographers and cartographers. But its
circulation has expanded to include over 1,000 individuals, companies and hydrographic organizations in
Canada and around the world!
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CHAlliNGI fOR IHII990s

In Search of Solutions

GIS

is a rapidly developing field
lying at the intersection of
cartography, computing,
geography, photogrammetry, remote sensing, statistics and surveying. As we are becoming
aware, GIS will have a profound
effect upon society. Yet this burgeoning field is not without its
problems.
The number of GIS installations is
growing. However, the wide
range of software and hardware
used has often evolved with little
regard to standards. Furthermore,
the development of a GIS in
isolation may be a duplication of
effort and misuse of valuable
resources. The full potential of
GIS technologies will not be realized until certain common problems are resolved, standards are
developed, and management requirements are more fully understood.
This conference provides a forum
to search for and share solutions
to our common challenges of
implementation, development and
maintenance of a GIS. It will
focus on users, applications and
management. Topics under discussion include the roles of government, industry and
universities; standards; data dissemination; systems development; and technologies,
methodologies and research; as
well as legal. educational and
training considerations.

GIOGHAPHIC INJOHMAJION SYSIIMS

..___________________llllf
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~------------------~~~~

NAIIONAl CONfiHINCI

,.. CAN$125.00
..._ After January 16, 1989:
,.. CAN$150.00
..._ Students:
,.. CAN$50.00
..._ Optional seminars:
,.. T.B.A.
Conference Director
GIS National Conference 89
Canada Centre for Mapping
615 Booth Street
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K1A OE9
FAX: (613) 992-4961

S~onsors

Canada
Energy, Mines and Resources
Canada

Morning plenary sessions and
afternoon parallel sessions are
supported by an exhibit of leading GIS and data suppliers, an
industrial forum, data base demonstrations and technical tours.

Be part of the solution. Contact
the Conference Director for further details.

Challenge for the 1990s is of
interest to managers, users and
applications specialists, whose
professions increasingly depend
on spatially referenced data. The
conference will be attended by
representatives from federal, provincial and municipal governments, industry, and educational
institutions, representing the various fields of agriculture, civil
engineering, climatology, forestry,
geology, land registration, marine
and land environment, municipal
planning and management, natural sciences, surveying and transportation.

Users ~ A~~lications ~Issues ~ Data Dissemination
~ Holes of Government, ln~ustry an~ Aca~eme ~
Registration
Research ~ lechnology ~ Metho~ology ~ l~ucation ..._ Fee prior to January 16, 1989:

lhe Program

Conference registrants may also
attend optional introductory and
advanced seminars. On February
27, the day preceding, registrants
are invited to a state-of-the-art
overview. The day after the conference, March 3, participants are
invited to attend an advanced
seminar on GIS issues.

Who Shoul~ Atten~
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The Canadian Institute of
Surveying and Mapping

fe~ruary 28 to March 2,

1989

45° 25'N latitu~e, 75°42'W longitu~e
Westin Hotel ~ Ottawa, Canada

In cooperation with:
• American Congress on Surveying
and Mapping
• American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing
• Urban & Regional Information
Systems Association
• Association of American
Geographers

AIa recherche de solutions

Difl DIS ANN US 90

liS SIG

se trouvent au canefour de la cartographie,
de l'informatique, de la
geographie, de la photogrammetrie, de la teledetection, de la
statistique et des !eves. Nous
prenons conscience chaque jour
davantage de l'effet considerable
que les SIG exerceront sur la
societe. Toutefois, ce domaine
florissant, en pleine expansion,
n'est pas sans connaltre certains
problemes.
Il existe un nombre croissant
d'installations faisant usage de
SIG. Cependant, la vaste gamme
de machines et de logiciels utilises ont souvent ete mis au point
sans qu'on ne rienne vraiment
compte des normes etablies. De
plus, !'elaboration de SIG dans
l'isolement peut mener a la repetition d'efforts anterieurs et a
une mauvaise utilisation de ressources precieuses. n faudra resoudre certains problemes, fixer
des normes et mieux comprendre
les besoins de gestion avant de
voir les technologies relatives aux
SIG atteindre leur plein potentiel.

les participants

SYSUMIS D'INfOHMAJION GiOGHAPHIOUI

t--------------------11111

La conference "Defi des annees
90" interessera les gestionnaires,
les utilisateurs et les specialistes
de !'application des SIG qui, dans
l'exercice de leurs fonctions, doivent utiliser de plus en plus de
donnees a reference spatiale. La
conference reunira des representants des gouvernements canadien,
provinciaux
municipaux,
de l'industrie
et deset etablissements d'enseignement.

Utilisateurs • Applications • Questions • DiHusion
de donnees • HOle des 10uvernements, de l'industrie Inscription
Les frais d'inscription sont :
et des universites • Iechnololie • Methodololie
111...avant le 16 janvier 1989

CONf(RINCI NAIIONAU

,...125 $CAN
111...apres le 16 janvier 1989
,...150 $CAN
.... pour les etudiants
,... 50 $CAN
III...Les frais des ateliers libres seront
,... annonces a une date ulterieure.
Directeur de Ia conference
Conference nationale de 1989 sur
les SIG
Centre canadien de cartographie
615, rue Booth
Ottawa (Ontario) Canada K1A OE9

Cette conference se vetit une
occasion propice a la recherche et
al'echange de solutions applicables aux problemes de mise en
oeuvre, d'expansion et d'entretien
des SIG. Les utilisateurs, les applications et la gestion seront les
grands themes de Ia rencontre.

FAX: (613) 992-4961

Promoteurs

le pro1ramme

Canada

Des sessions plenieres auront lieu
en matinee et seront suivies de
sessions paralleles en apres-midi.
Le programme comprend egalement une exposition regroupant
des fournisseurs reconnus de SIG
et de donnees, des discussions
entre des representants de l'industrie, des demonstrations de
bases de donnees et des visites
techniques.
Les participants pourront assister
a des ateliers libres de diff(~rents
niveaux. Le 27 fevrier, soit Ia
veille de l'ouverture de Ia conference, les participants seront convies aun tour d'horizon de l'etat
actuel de Ia technique. Apres la
conference, soit le 3 mars, un
atelier de niveau superieur traitera
de questions relatives aux SIG.

Relevez le defi! Vous pouvez
obtenir de plus amples renseignements en vous adressant au
directeur de Ia conference.

Energie, Mines et Ressources
Canada
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L'Association canadienne des
sciences geodesiques et
cartographiques

du 28 revrier au 2 mars 1989

45° 25'N latitude, 15°42' 0longitude
Hotel Westin ~ Ottawa, Canada

En collaboration avec :
• American Congress on Surveying
and Mapping
• American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing
• Urban & Regional Information
Systems Association
• Association of American
Geographers

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
B.P. 445
7, Avenue President J.F. Kennedy, MC 98011 MONACO CEDEX
publishes
twice a year, In January and July
an English and a French edition of

THE INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC REVIEW
This publication contains articles of topical interest on hydrography, oceanography, cartography, navigation, photogrammetry, geodesy and allied subjects, radio aids, automation,
new instruments and techniques. As a new feature, the July issue is devoted to specific
topics.
Approx. 165 pages, 18 X 27 em; numerous illustrations
Yearly subscription: 235 French Francs, plus postage
Single issue: 130 French Francs, plus postage
Original articles for publication are welcome

The Bureau also publishes monthly the

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BULLETIN
which contains topical news, reports the work undertaken by the I.H. Bureau and the world
hydrographic community, covers recent developments in hydrographic instrumentation and
training programmes, describes new survey vessels, etc. Charts and publications issued by
Hydrographic Offices are listed each month, and there is a comprehensive monthly bibliography on hydrography and related subjects.
Bilingual (English & French), approx. 45 pages, 21 X 30 em
Yearly subscription; 150 French Francs, plus postage
Single issue: 15 French Francs, plus postage
Free specimen copy on request
The Catalogue of the International Hydrographic Organization publications will be supplied
free on request
Telegraph: BURHYDINT MONACO

Teleph: MONACO 93.50.65.87

Telex: 479164 MC INHORG

Recently published by the
International Hydrographic Bureau:
PP-06

Report of Proceedings of the Xlllth International Hydrographic
Conference, Vol. 1, May 198 7 (English) ................................. .
Xlllth I.H. Conference, Vol. 2, Conference Documents, May 1987
(English) ................................................................. .

75.00 FF
75.00 FF

MP-005

Standards of Competence for Hydrographic Surveyors. Part 1 (English,
French, Spanish), 5th Edition, August 198 7 ............................. .

15.00 FF

SP-44

IHO Standards for Hydrographic Surveys
Classification Criteria for Deep Ocean Soundings
Procedures for Elimination of Doubtful Data
3rd Edition, November 1987 (English/French) ........................... .

50.00 FF

SP-50

IHO Tidal Constituent Bank- Station Catalogue (English/French) ...... .

30.00 FF

MP-008

List of Sheets of 'Chart Symbols and Abbreviations' published by Various
Maritime Countries, 6th Edition, November 1987 (English/French) ..... .

15.00 FF

Bathymetric charts available from the I. H. Bureau:
BP-001

General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO), 5th Edition (1: 10M),
series of 18 sheets
Price per sheet ....... . ........ . .. . ....................................... .

35.00 FF

The following publications are m the process of preparation:

PP-05

IHO Yearbook 1989 ........................................... .

75.00 FF
350.00 FF

MP-004

Chart Specifications of the IHO (in 6 sections) ............... .

SP-32

Hydrographic Dictionary, 4th Edition ......................... Price to be announced

SP-47

Training Courses in Hydrography, 2nd Edition .. ............. .

SP-51

Manual on TALOS (Technical Aspects of Law of the Sea) ..... .

BP-0008

Geographical Names of Undersea Features Gazetteer and
Standardization of Undersea Feature Names ................. .

The Catalogue of IHB Publications for 1989
can be obtained gratis by writing to the
INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
BP 445

7 avenue President J.F. Kennedy
MC 98011 MONACO CEDEX

The Canadian Hydrographic Association

I' Association canadienne d'h~drographie

What Is The CHA?
The Canadian Hydrogmphic Association (CHA) is a non-profit, professional group of about 500 members with the objectives of advancing the
development of hydrogmphy, cartogmphy and associated activities in
Canada, furthering the knowledge and professional development of its
members, and enhancing and dernonstmting the public needs for hydrogmphy.

Ce qu'est I'ACH
L'Association canadienne d'hydrogmphie (ACH) est un organisrne sans
but lucmtif reunissant un groupe professionel de plus de 500 rnernbres ayant
des objectifs cornrnuns, cornrne faire progresser le developpernent de
l'hydrographie, de la cartogmphie et de leurs spheres d' activites au Canada,
permettre les echanges d 'idees et le developpernent professionel de ses
rnernbres, et rehausser et demontrerl 'importance de 1'hydrogmphie aupres
du public.

The CHA is the only national hydrographic organization. It embmces the
sub-disciplines of hydrogmphic surveying, marine cartography, marine
geodesy, offshore explomtion and tidal and current studies. The CHA is
formally affiliated with the Canadian Institute of Surveying and Mapping.

Au Canada, 1' Association est la seule organisation hydrogmphique qui
embmsse les disciplines suivantes leve hydrogmphique, cartogmphie
marine, geodesie marine, explomtion extm-ootiere et etude des rnarees et
courants. L' ACH est affiliee a 1' Association canadienne des sciences
geodesiques et cartographiques.

What Will The CHA Do For You?
The CHA will advance your knowledge of hydrography and cartogmphy
and associated disciplines and keep you informed of the latest developments in these disciplines. It enables you to develop and maintain contacts
with others involved with hydrogmphy, both nationally and internationally. These benefits are provided through the publication of Lighthouse,
through the sponsorship of seminars, colloquiums, tmining progmrns,
national conferences and through branch and national meetings.

Ce qu'elle peut falre pour vous
L' ACH vous offre des avantages tels que parfaire vos connaissances de
l'hydrogmphie, de la cartographie et des disciplines connexes, tout en vous
tenant au courant des nouvelles techuiques et des derniers developpernents
realises dans ces dornaines. Elle aide a etablir et rnaintenir des contacts avec
ceux qui oeuvrent en hydrogmphie, au niveau national et international. Ces
avantages sont transrnis par l'entremise de Lighthouse et par la tenue de
serninaires, de colloques, de progmrnrnes de formation et d'assernblees
regionales et nationales.

Lighthouse
Lighthouse, the journal of the Canadian Hydrogmphic Association, is
published twice yearly and distributed free to its members. Timely
scientific, techuical and non-techuical papers and articles appear in the
journal with authors gleaned from national and international academia,
industry and government Present circulation of the publication is approximately 800.

Lighthouse
Lighthouse, la revue de 1' Association canadienne d 'hydrogmphie, est publiee deux fois l'an et distribuee gmtuitement aux rnernbres. Des articles
scientifiques, techniques et non techuiques, provenant du milieu de l'industrie ou du gouvernernent, autant national qu 'international, apparaissent
dans cette revue. Le timge actuel de la revue est d'environ 800 copies.

Membership
Membership is open to all hydrogmphers, those working in associated
disciplines, and those interested in hydrogmphy and cartogmphy. Types
of membership are: Member, Sustaining member, International member
and Honomry/Life member.

Comment devenir rnernbre
Le statut de membre est offert aux hydrographes et atout ceux oeuvrant et
ayant un interet dans les disciplines associees de 1'hydrogmphie et la
cartogmphie. Les categories de rnembres sont: membre, membre de
soutien, membre international et membre honomire.

Branch Activities
The CHA has seven bmnches located in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia; SainteFlavie, Quebec; Burlington, Ontario; Ottawa, Ontario; Calgary, Alberta;
Vancouver, British Columbia and Sidney, British Columbia. National
headquarters is located in Ottawa.

Sections et activites
L' ACH possede sept sections localisees dans Dartmouth, NouvelleEcosse; Sainte - Flavie, Quebec; Ottawa, Ontario; Burlington, Ontario;
Calgary, Alberta; Vancouver, Colontbie-Britannique et Sidney, Colornbie-Britannique. L'adrninistmtion centrale se trouve a Ottawa.

Further information is available from:
National President
Canadian Hydrogmphic Association
P.O. Box 5378, Station F
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K2C 3Jl

Pour plus d'inforrnations, s'adresser au:
President national
Association canadienne d'hydrogmphie
C.P. 5378, station F
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K2C 3Jl

Application for Membership/Formule d'adhesion
I hereby make application for membership in the Canadian Hydrographic Association
Je desire devenir membre de 1' Association canadierme d'hydrographie en tant que
member

D membre

D

sustaining member
membre de soutien

0

international member
membre international

and if accepted, agree to abide by the constitution and by-laws of the association
et si rna demande est acceptee, je m' engage arespecter la constitution ett les reglements de cette association
Name/Nom
Nom
Address
Adresse

Present Position
Postoccupe
Telephone Home
Business
Telephone Residence _ _ _ _ _ Bureau _ _ _ _ __

Employed by
Employeur

Citizenship
Citoyennete - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - -

S~ Systexp .8700 family of. components provide . a simple, .economical. and m.odular appr~a~~
·; to . constructing ·a lli.gh perfoi'IJlance ·. ·hydrographic · · data · ·acquisition and processing ·. systt:!m be~t ··
suif.ti!d to solve your unique application. ·.SAIL .is an acronym for Serial ASCll . .lnstrumentation
Loop, a . data co~ection netwo:rk and protocal defined by ANSI/IEEE Std. 997--1985~ AIL System
8700 .familrcomponents m.ay als~ .~e 1lti1ized irll.l:2!1:-:-~AJ!.. E!I!vir()lllpE!I!ts .W eJJ.b.apce the
capabilities of your exiSting hydrographic .d ata acquisitiop and processing s~tems.

S~nsiD.g

·capabilities:

Features:

Loran~C, satellite .naVigation, ·positioning . .and
ranging systems, depth · sounding, · and speed
log and gyrocompass (yields vector averaged
}le~din,g). ..

'J'mch cable length and speed, barometric
pressure, air temperature, and windspeed
and direction (yields vector averaged wind
velocity). Humidity module .in development.
Se~water surface temperature, conductivity,
fio"' rate, salinity, .velocity of.sound, and
·density. Di~solved oxygen and PH modules
in development.

~ower

supply, Joop distribution, RS~232
conversion, :rllggedized mM~ AT compatible
loop . controller, data logging and processing
system.
Call

or .write

for additionalinforiilation today.

Complete electrical isolation between all SAIL.
loop connected instrumentation.
All System 8700 . com.~onen~ ~an. ~pe:rat(il in
non-'SAIL systems to enhance the sensing
capabilities of those systems.
Local two line by s~eE!n ?ha:rac~E!r ~qt¥~
crystal display for meaningful diagnostics ·arid
data messages.
All . internal assem.b~e~ . ~ecure, li!pple interJll).l ·
connector clearances. provided, .· rugged : enVironmentally resistant construction and packaging. ·

Revlis Electronics Ltd.
8632 UewellYJl Place, Sidney, B.C., Canada, V8L-1G7
Phone: (604).. 656,..8745

Facsimile: (604) 655-3113

Model 972 SIDE SCAN Sonar features:
o
o

o

o

Monitor displays sidescan data,
sub-bottom data, time, sensor
status and menu information.

Display resolution 1280 x 1024 x 128
Undistorted side scan displays with
the water column removed and corrected for
slant range and towfish speed
Available simultaneous side scanning and
sub-bottom profiling
Available towfish sensors: speed, roll, pitch,
compass, depth and altitude

MESOTECH
SYSTEMS LTD

See us at the
Canadian Hydrographic Conference
Vancouver B.C. March ·6-1 0, 1989

Member of the SIMRAD Group
2830 Huntington Place
Port Coquitlam, B C , Canada V3C 4T3
Tel (604) 464-8144 Telex 0636700310
Fax (604) 941-5423

SIMRAD MARI NE
Div1s1on of Mesotech Systems Ltd.
202 Brownlow Avenue
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 638 1T5
Tel (902) 468-2268 Tlx 0636700585
Fax (902) 468-2217
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